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 In 1996, at the age of 46, I announced to my wife, Sharla Gould, that I would sell 
my interest in my general-contracting business and return to school to seek an 
undergraduate degree and a graduate degree in Architecture.  Ten years later, I have 
earned a Ph.D. and, more importantly, I have learned to appreciate the courage of Sharla 
in her support and encouragement of my journey.  During these ten years, our daughter 
Dylann attended high school and then college.  Sharla, a teacher by profession, worked 
all day with middle-school students and then had both husband and daughter as students 
at home.  With my entry into graduate school in 2001, we bought a second house in 
Atlanta where I would live two weeks at a time between visits home.  Dylann moved to 
Athens to attend the University of Georgia, and suddenly Sharla had an “empty nest.”  
Five years later including over 100,000 miles of driving and innumerable telephone calls 
and emails, I am returning home for good, Dylann has moved to San Diego, and my heart 
is full of appreciation for Sharla’s sacrifices and love. 
 Mary Jean Harrold, my advisor, invited me into her research group when Georgia 
Tech admitted me to the Ph.D. program.  In the year before I arrived, she assisted me in 
my successful application for a graduate fellowship.  She has been an indefatigable 
mentor and supporter without whom I may not have succeeded.  She is the first and only 
person I have met who could match and exceed my own output.  Mary Jean was always 
available for consultation or for editing or for just talking and for this support above-and-
beyond the call of duty, I am in her debt.  I hold her in the highest esteem and I intend to 
emulate her approach to academic pursuits. 
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 My brother, Dr. Samuel Bowring of MIT, has cheered me on and provided me 
immeasurable support at each stage of the process.  His insights from his experiences as a 
student and as a seasoned advisor helped to keep me grounded and relaxed when I 
questioned my own progress. 
 Jim Rehg, my co-advisor, was at first taken aback by my interest in applying 
concepts and techniques from automated speech recognition and machine learning to 
software engineering.  However, once I successfully communicated my ideas, he became 
a valued critic and supporter.  His advice on the details of my research was invaluable, 
but he also provided me with cogent insights into how to plan an academic career. 
 Spencer Rugaber has been critically supportive of me during my tenure at Georgia 
Tech.  I took or audited most of the courses he teaches and, as a result, I am very much 
prepared to teach the same material myself.  He has also provided many insights into my 
work.  In particular, he spent many hours reading my dissertation draft with red pen in 
hand and I am grateful for his careful attention to detail and his many helpful suggestions. 
 When I embarked on my Ph.D. studies, Alex Orso was a research scientist 
working with Mary Jean Harrold and helping her to manage several research projects.  
Although we butted heads from the outset, Alex was instrumental in guiding the research 
that led to my first paper, co-authored by him and Mary Jean Harrold.  He is now an 
assistant professor at Georgia Tech.  As a member of my reading committee, he has 
asked the hard questions that drove me to deeper insights and that helped me to improve 
how I communicate my ideas.  He also provided many invaluable suggestions for 
improving the dissertation. 
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 My first introduction to Andy Podgurski was as an author of several papers I 
found intriguing because of their focus on aggregate analysis of program execution data 
using techniques from statistical machine learning.  Unbeknownst to him, these papers 
provided me with the inspiration to follow my own predilections.  We did meet 
eventually at conferences, and he graciously agreed to serve as the outside member of my 
oral defense committee.  His work in cluster analysis applied to program executions is 
foundational to my own.  Andy provided many useful and detailed suggestions for the 
text of my dissertation. 
 Jim Jones is a fellow Ph.D. student who began the year before I did and helped 
me to acclimate to the graduate program and to Mary Jean Harrold’s Aristotle Research 
Group.  We progressed through the various Ph.D. milestones nearly in tandem and are 
now collaborating on a research project that we both include in our dissertations.  Jim has 
a unique ability to provide unvarnished insights and he has done so selflessly for me.  We 
have become good friends and I anticipate that we will also become collaborating 
colleagues. 
 Taweesup Apiwattanapong and I began our studies with Mary Jean Harrold at the 
same time.  Term, as he calls himself, had just spent some weeks in a Thai monastery and 
arrived shorn of hair and I had just spend a year away from school consulting as a 
forensic expert in building construction.  An odd couple, to say the least, but we have 
supported each other as we achieve the requisite milestones.  In the summer of 2003, we 
met everyday for an hour or two to read and dissect the material for our qualifier exam.  
Term always provided good questions and insights, and helped me to advance my ideas.  
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Term also rents a room from me and we have shared four years of observing each other’s 
cultural quirks and cooking. 
 Donglin Liang was the senior Ph.D. student when I arrived.  He is now an 
assistant professor at the University of Minnesota.  Donglin was an inspirational example 
of scientific inquisitiveness—he asked good questions and he was open to new ideas.  I 
learned also from his experiences as he proposed and defended. 
 In general, all the students and faculty at Georgia Tech with whom I have 
interacted have been friendly and supportive.  This congenial atmosphere has been 
refreshing and supportive for me. 
 My Ph.D. studies were funded in full and I want to acknowledge these invaluable 
sources.  I had four principal benefactors.  I received a three-year National Defense 
Science and Engineering Graduate (NDSEG) Fellowship.  I received a one-year Phi 
Kappa Phi graduate fellowship.  I received a Georgia Tech President’s Fellowship for 
four years.  Finally, Georgia Tech and Mary Jean Harrold’s research grants provided me 
with two years as a research assistant.  I am deeply grateful for this support. 
 Finally, as I leave Georgia Tech and assume my new duties at the College of 
Charleston, I want to thank the faculty of the Department of Computer Science for hiring 
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Software systems will eventually contribute to their own maintenance using 
implementations of self-awareness.  Understanding how to specify, model, and 
implement software with a sense of self is a daunting problem.  This research draws 
inspiration from the automatic functioning of a gimbal---a self-righting mechanical 
device that supports an object and maintains the orientation of this object with respect to 
gravity independently of its immediate operating environment.  A software gimbal 
exhibits a self-righting feature that provisions software with two auxiliary mechanisms: a 
historical mechanism and a reflective mechanism.  The historical mechanism consists of 
behavior classifiers trained on statistical models of data that are collected from executions 
of the program that exhibit known behaviors of the program.  The reflective mechanism 
uses the historical mechanism to assess an ongoing or selected execution. 
This dissertation presents techniques for the identification and modeling of 
program execution features as statistical models.  It further demonstrates how statistical 
machine-learning techniques can be used to manipulate these models and to construct 
behavior classifiers that can automatically detect and label known program behaviors and 
detect new unknown behaviors.  The thesis is that statistical summaries of data collected 
from a software program's executions can model and predict external behaviors of the 
program. 
This dissertation presents three control-flow features and one value-flow feature 
of program executions that can be modeled as stochastic processes exhibiting the Markov 
property.  A technique for building automated behavior classifiers from these models is 
 xiv
detailed.  Empirical studies demonstrating the efficacy of this approach are presented.  
The use of these techniques in example software engineering applications in the 







Statistical summaries of data collected from a software program’s 
executions can model and predict external behaviors of the program. 
 
Software pervades our built environment.1  The growth in the number of active 
CPUs and executing programs has outpaced the ability of humans to maintain and 
manage digital systems without automated assistance.  Ideally, digital systems will 
eventually exhibit some degree of self-awareness and contribute to their own 
maintenance.  There exist many mechanical systems that use digital systems for 
monitoring and maintenance as, for example, the on-board computers in most 
automobiles.  However, these computers themselves are subject to anomalous behaviors 
as well.  Understanding how to specify, model, and implement software with a sense of 
self is a daunting problem.  One promising approach to this problem is to develop meta-
strategies for self-awareness.  For example, Murdoch and Goel have proposed techniques 
for the self-adaptation of specialized software agents using meta-case-based reasoning 
[71].  As another example, IBM's initiatives with autonomic computing address this idea 
of meta-strategies for the management of systems on a large scale [6, 53].  The IBM 
approach models the network of resources required by customers as a biological entity 
that responds and changes dynamically (i.e., autonomically) to the needs of the 
customers.  Researchers also study domain-specific self-aware systems in robotics, 
                                                 
1 The “built environment” is a commonly-used architectural term used to illuminate the human impact on 
the natural environment.  See, for example, Christopher Alexander’s The Origins of Pattern Theory [6]. 
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control systems, software architecture, and fault-tolerant computing.  These research 
approaches concentrate on the creation of high-level models to assess program behavior 
with regard to the operating environment and then provide for simple self-maintenance 
(e.g., [30, 31, 42]). 
 However, self-awareness begins at home, so to speak, and there is scant progress 
in providing for the self-awareness of individual programs such as those driving robots 
and other scientific devices or even those in a desktop environment.  Researchers have 
been intrigued by self-awareness for a number of years.  For example, Forrest and 
colleagues proposed a sense of self for Unix processes as an “artificial immune system 
[41].”  The authors seek to design security systems that mimic salient features of natural 
immune systems such as probabilistic, on-line detection of viruses.  In current practice, 
software agents can intercept outputs produced by the execution of terminating programs 
for data collection and analysis.  These outputs include binary dumps of executions, 
memory traces, program state information to inform execution replays, and user reports.  
Software engineers analyze these outputs individually or as a group.  However, programs 
cannot yet evaluate their own behavior in any detail either during or after execution.  
There is an emerging consensus that the development of self-awareness for software will 
enhance dependability and safety for a wide range of applications (e.g., [16, 40, 45]).    
Support for this viewpoint comes from research communities such as the Workshop on 
Self-healing Systems (WOSS) [3], the Workshop on Design and Evolution of Autonomic 
Application Software (DEAS) [43], and the Self-Repairing and Self-Configurable 
Distributed Systems Conference (RCDS) [1].  Additionally, there are substantial industrial 
initiatives from International Business Machines (IBM), Microsoft, Sun Microsystems, 
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and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), for example, that 
support this viewpoint.   
The scope of the problems associated with reifying software self-awareness is 
vast and researchers are just beginning to define and solve the foundational problems.  As 
a first step towards a practical solution for the vision of software self-awareness,  I have 
undertaken in this research to examine in detail how to exploit correlations between the 
internal behaviors of a program and two external behaviors: “passing” and “failing.”  
This dissertation presents my approach to implementing software self-awareness in this 
restricted context and presents my research wherein I have developed specific modeling 
techniques for summarizing program execution data and specific automated techniques 




My vision of a practical solution to implementing software self-awareness draws 
inspiration from the automatic functioning of a gimbal⎯a mechanical device that 
supports an object and maintains the orientation of this object with respect to gravity 
independently of its immediate operating environment.  A gimbal is self-righting.  A 
gimbal for software will also provide for self-righting, but to do so, a software gimbal 
will at a minimum require knowledge of baseline behaviors.   
My approach to designing a software gimbal that exhibits a self-righting feature is 
to provision software with two auxiliary mechanisms: a historical mechanism and a 
reflective mechanism.  The historical mechanism consists of behavior classifiers trained 
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on statistical models of data that are collected from executions of the program exhibiting 
known behaviors.  The reflective mechanism uses the historical mechanism to assess a 
selected execution.  This scheme is an automated pattern-recognition system.  The 
patterns consist of statistical models of program-execution data.  I extract these models 
from data collected during the execution of a program.  Then I use statistical machine-
learning techniques to manipulate these models and to construct behavior classifiers that 
can automatically detect and predict specific learned behaviors.   
This approach of using a historical and a reflective mechanism gives rise to two 
basic research questions: 
• How can we efficiently extract statistical models from program 
executions and map them to known program behaviors? 
• How can we enable software to evaluate its own behavior in terms of 
these models? 
 
This dissertation addresses these two questions by proposing and evaluating specific 
answers.  First, I introduce an example program that will serve to illustrate the techniques 
and results that are presented throughout this dissertation.   
 
1.1.1 An Example Program 
Weinberg first specified and Meyers later studied a simple program to illustrate 
the complexity of designing testing strategies [97]:  
The program reads three integer values from a card.  The three values are 
interpreted as representing the lengths of the sides of a triangle.  The 
program prints a message that states whether the triangle is scalene, 
isosceles, or equilateral [68]. 
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Figure 1.1. Example procedure TriangleType. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 shows an implementation of this specification as the procedure 
TriangleType.  This implementation extends Meyer’s specification with the additional 
printed output of “not triangle” for inputs that do not form a triangle such as ( 1, 2, 3 ) or 
( 0, 1, 1 ).  Thus, this program encodes four distinct specified behaviors, as characterized 
by the four possible outputs: “not triangle,” “equilateral,” “scalene,” and “isosceles.”  
 
1.1.2 Behavior modeling 
As described above, the historical mechanism of a software gimbal consists of 
behavior classifiers trained on statistical models of data collected from executions of the 
program that exhibit known behaviors.  The principle requirement is that these 
summaries model the underlying data in a useful way.  The notion of usefulness is at the 
heart of modeling since a model must capture the essence of the data in some simplifying 
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way that also provides for the comparison and manipulation of these models as surrogates 
for the underlying data. 
These requirements illustrate the usual trade-off between efficiency and 
completeness.  The benefits of summaries are their reduced size and reduced associated 
computational costs.  However, summaries are generalizations and thus contain less 
information than the summarized data.  Thus, the cost of using summaries is a reduction 
in precision and the benefit of using summaries is a potential increase in efficiency.   
In this discussion of software behaviors, the summaries at any point on this 
continuum are models or patterns extracted from the known data describing a program’s 
executions.  In the case of the example program Triangle, a reasonable goal for the 
historical mechanism of a software gimbal is to have four models: one for each 
characteristic internal behaviors of the program.  Each model summarizes the essence of 
all executions that exhibit the identified internal behavior.  Thus, for example, a model 
named model-equilateral-decision will summarize the execution of the program every 
time the input integers are equal and greater than zero.  The characteristic internal 
behavior of Triangle when its inputs are three identical natural numbers is to transform 
the inputs into the output “equilateral.”  However, model-equilateral-decision will not 
explicitly include the inputs.  Rather, the model will summarize this internal behavior 
from salient features of other data collected about the actual execution of Triangle while 
it acts to type a triangle as equilateral.     
One of the core problems with this modeling approach is in determining which 
data features can best summarize and characterize behaviors and under what conditions.  
These data features might measure the interaction of Triangle with the computing 
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environment relative to system calls, resource usage, and environment variables, for 
example.  Alternatively, these data features might measure the internal workings of the 
program relative to control-flow and data-flow.  In this dissertation, I concentrate on 
modeling the data features that measure the internal workings of a program.  I seek first 
the essence of external behaviors that will occur whenever and wherever the program 
executes.  My intuition is that just as a ship’s gimbal provides for the operational integrity 
of the supported compass regardless of the body of water or the time of day, so too might 
a software gimbal provide for the operational integrity of the software regardless of the 
specific operating environment.   
In recent years, software engineers have begun to explore the uses of statistical 
models of software behavior extracted from a dynamic analysis of a program's execution.  
These works range from studies of event profiles and event spectra to invariant detection 
to actual reports of failure from users.  One trend is the use of machine learning 
techniques is to analyze and model execution data for building automated classifiers of 
software behaviors.  Representative publications include References [18, 20, 23, 32, 46, 
48, 49, 70, 79].  I discuss and evaluate these works in Chapter 2. 
 
1.2 Overview of the Dissertation 
As stated above, the potential scope of solutions for software self-awareness is 
vast.  In this dissertation, I examine in detail a part of one potential solution: how to 
correlate the internal behaviors of a program with two clearly-defined and observable 
external behaviors: “passing” and “failing.”  This dissertation presents techniques that 
first extract statistical models of a program’s internal behaviors from data collected 
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during that program’s execution and then map them to these two external behaviors.  
These techniques focus on four transitions in the control-flow and value-flow of a 
program and model features of the collected data as stochastic processes exhibiting the 
Markov property.  These four features are branch profiles, branch-to-branch profiles, 
method-to-method profiles, and databin-transition profiles.   
The research first examines how well a single Markov model of each of these 
features can represent the internal behaviors of a program by training and evaluating an 
automatic behavior classifier from an aggregation of executions known to be “passing” or 
“failing.”  In particular, this dissertation presents research describing how these statistical 
models can be manipulated using statistical machine-learning techniques to construct, 
refine, and deploy such automatic behavior classifiers.  One important aspect of this 
approach is the use of an “active-learning” paradigm to improve the performance of the 
resultant classifiers. 
The presented methodologies can be applied to software engineering problems, 
and this dissertation describes four such categories of use.  First, in the category of 
software testing, an application of these techniques to automated test suite augmentation 
is detailed.  Second, in the evaluation of deployed software, an application of these 
techniques to detecting anomalous behaviors is described.  Third, in a novel approach to 
debugging, these techniques are combined with a fault-localization technique to perform 
parallel, in contrast to sequential, debugging.  Finally, for software self-awareness, 
patterns in method-to-method calls were studied as predictors of external behaviors. 
Finally, this dissertation presents a series of empirical studies that validate the 
thesis and support the example applications of these techniques in four categories of use.  
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1.3 Contributions 
There are four major contributions of this work. 
• Development of effective behavior classifiers:  This work demonstrates 
that four features of program execution data can be modeled as stochastic 
processes that exhibit the Markov property—branch profiles, branch-to-
branch profiles, method-to-method profiles, and databin-transition profiles.  
This work further develops techniques to construct automatically behavior 
classifiers from these models that effectively discriminate between 
“passing” and “failing” executions. 
• Prototype software gimbal:  This work produced a prototype software 
gimbal that supports modeling execution data and the construction and 
evaluation of classifiers for empirical studies of the properties of various 
features of program execution data. 
• Example applications:  This work shows that the techniques developed 
are useful in four categories of software engineering applications: software 
testing, failure detection, fault-localization, and software self-awareness. 
• Empirical studies:  This work presents two sets of empirical studies.  The 
first set validates the thesis that statistical summaries of data collected from 
a software program’s executions can model and predict external behaviors 
of the program.  The second set supports the use of the developed 
techniques in the example applications. 
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The techniques presented in this dissertation extend work in the areas of static, 
dynamic, and aggregate program analysis through the leveraging of work in pattern 
recognition and machine learning.  This section presents this background material and 
describes previous research on the automated classification of software behaviors. 
 
2.1 The problem of program behaviors 
The concept of program behavior is widely used in software engineering.  Parnas 
defines behavior as one of several ways to describe programs: “Behavioral descriptions 
describe some aspects of the executions of a program; they generally do not describe how 
the program is constructed from component programs [75].”  In particular, Parnas 
presents before/after descriptions of behavior that ignore the intermediate states of an 
execution.  These descriptions map initial safe states of a program to a set of possible 
executions.  Bartussek and Parnas have proposed behavioral verification techniques 
based on assertions about execution traces [12].  Kowal, a requirements engineer, 
provides a parallel description of verifiable behavior as “consist[ing] of one or more units 
of activity supported by stored data and input data (and/or control) flows that accomplish 
some visible or audible result, or perform an activity within a process(or) that can be 
verified by some type of inspection [57].”   
Testing engineers also have working definitions of program behaviors [68].  
Functional or black-box testing tests the external behaviors of a program by how it 
transforms certain inputs to outputs.  This view is similar to Parnas’ before/after 
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descriptions of behavior.  Structural or glass-box testing seeks to verify these external 
behaviors of a program by inspecting internal static and internal dynamic properties (i.e., 
internal behaviors) of the program.  These internal behaviors could be measured using 
execution traces, as Parnas suggests.  For example, Parnas proposes the use of assertions 
about legal traces and about trace equivalency as verification techniques. 
Thus, there are two basic ways to understand the term “program behavior.”  On 
the one hand, the external behavior of a program can be described by saying that it 
executes correctly or incorrectly, that it passes or fails its functional tests.  On the other 
hand, the internal behavior of a program can be described by measuring the properties 
statement coverage, path coverage, and branch profiles.  On the one hand, the internal 
behavior of a program affects the external behavior (e.g., “passing” or “failing,”) and on 
the other hand, the external inputs to the program control, in part, the internal behavior of 
the program.  This interplay makes software engineering difficult because while is 
possible to engineer a program to process a specific input correctly, it is hard to anticipate 
all potential inputs and therefore the resultant external behavior they might induce. 
Thus, a fundamental problem of software engineering is the translation of the 
requirements and their specified external behaviors into a program that behaves internally 
as intended.  Formally, this requires that this translation be an onto function, where each 
actual internal behavior of the program is the image of a requirement.  However, in 
practice, the translation is generally not an onto function, and programs may exhibit a 
different set of internal behaviors from those specified.  For example, during the testing 
phase, the program may correctly exhibit every specified internal behavior, yet after 
deployment, users report bugs and crashes.  In this case, there exist additional internal 
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behaviors beyond those specified.  One goal of testing programs is to inform the 
development process to refine both the domain (i.e., the requirements) and the range (i.e., 
the required internal behaviors) towards the point that this translation does become an 
onto function.  To achieve this goal, developers can use the testing to refine iteratively 
both the requirements and the software program.   
Another example of a technique that may reduce the cost of a development 
iteration is the use of requirements monitoring, where high-level monitors of events such 
as licensure provide feedback to the developers [39].   In this case, engineers install 
requirements monitors to collect and analyze information about a program’s run-time 
environment, such as a licensing database, to detect flaws in the assumptions framing the 
requirements.  The collected data can aid the developer in pinpointing process flaws that 
customers may or may not report.  In turn, the developer can immediately focus on 
correcting these flaws for future releases. 
To reduce debugging costs and to provide for the systematic measurement of 
behaviors across development iterations, Bates proposes the Event-Based Behavioral 
Abstraction (EBBA) that uses a specific language to specify high-level event patterns in 
an event stream produced by probes in a program [14].  EBBA provides a developer with 
a tool to specify patterns of events to recognize particular behaviors that may be subject 
to change during program evolution.  Thus, the developer can reuse the behavior models 
in subsequent iterations, reducing the per-iteration costs.  
Liang and Xu have proposed the specific monitoring of scenarios [4] during 
program execution via the specification of scenario-specific properties [62].   The authors 
describe a monitoring technique that allows developers to compare scenarios identified 
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during requirements analysis to observed execution behaviors.  They propose the use of 
this technique to reduce the costs of debugging programs, and thus to reduce the costs of 
development iterations. 
As a final example, Barnett and Schulte propose an executable specification for a 
component that runs in parallel with the monitored component [11].  A goal of this 
verification is to guarantee that a specific execution of the monitored component is a 
behavioral subtype of its specification.  The term “behavioral subtype” is defined by 
Liskov and Wing to mean that a subtype preserves the supertype methods’ behaviors and 
that the subtype enforces the supertype’s constraints and invariants [64].  This form of 
run-time verification monitors the compliance of the component with the interface 
contracts without direct instrumentation so as to detect whether the component has 
behaved as a subtype of a specified behavior.  Again, the automated collection of 
behavioral data informs the development process and may provide for reduced costs.   
 
2.1.1 My approach to program behaviors 
These examples illustrate the practical difficulties inherent in refining the 
translation of the requirements or specified behaviors into a program that behaves 
internally as intended.  This dissertation demonstrates techniques that can build statistical 
models of the internal behaviors of a program from an individual execution or from 
aggregations of executions of the program.  This dissertation then demonstrates that there 
can be a strong correlation between these models of internal behavior and two specific 
external behaviors: “passing” and “failing.”  Passing behavior denotes that the program 
executed with an input and produced the expected outcome.  Failing behavior denotes the 
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opposite: the outcome was not as expected.  This dissertation presents techniques that 
demonstrate that there can be a measurable and significant correlation between statistical 
models of internal behavior and these two external behaviors.  This result is independent 
of any specific input or outcome—the internal behaviors of the executing program predict 
the external behavior as either “passing” or “failing.”  These techniques extend work in 
the areas of dynamic and aggregate program analysis.  In the next sections, I give an 
overview of this work and existing approaches to program-behavior analysis. 
 
2.2 Program analysis 
To model the internal behaviors of an executing program requires the ability to 
collect data about the execution, which in turn requires program analysis techniques that 
allow us to reason about its static and dynamic properties.  The state of the practice in 
software engineering provides suitable static and dynamic analysis techniques for 
programs.  Static analysis is the analysis of software source or object code performed 
without executing the program.  Static analysis techniques provide information about 
program structures and potential flows within those structures, for example.  Dynamic 
analysis techniques are performed using data collected during a program’s execution.  
Dynamic analysis techniques support, for example, the collection of execution data such 
as the frequency of statement executions and the subsequent analysis of these data. 
This dissertation restricts the discourse to specific forms of computer programs.  
This class of programs is written in an imperative language, such as C, and designed to 
execute and to terminate on a single processing thread in a deterministic fashion.  These 
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programs are written according to the dictates of modern structured analysis and coding 
[67].   
 
2.2.1 Control-flow 
The control-flow of a program is an abstraction of all possible sequences of 
program statements in a program’s execution.  In structured programming, procedures 
(methods or functions) can contain calls to other procedures that then return to the calling 
procedure at a site in the control flow immediately after the site of the originating call 
unless the call is interupted.  Of course, in the meantime, the called procedure can call 
other procedures with the same call-and-return rule.  By convention in the C-language, 
we name the top-level procedure “main,” which directs the activity of the program. 
  Because the control-flow under consideration models a deterministic process, 
directed graphs are well suited for modeling the flow.  Two graph structures represent 
control-flow in a program: 
Definition 2.1: A control-flow graph (CFG) G = (V, E) is a directed graph 
of a procedure.  Each node in the set of nodes, V, represents a program 
statement.  Each edge in the set of directed edges, E, represents the 
potential flow of control between two statements.  Thus, a directed edge 
between two nodes, u and v, is u → v and represents the potential flow of 
control from u to v.  An edge may also be annotated with a label, as for 
example, to show the value of a predicate statement that induced control to 
flow along the edge.  Set V contains two special nodes: Entry, with no 
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predecessor and from which every node is reachable, and Exit, with no 
successor and reachable from every node  (after [5, 60, 77]). 
 
Definition 2.2:  An interprocedural control flow graph (ICFG) G = (V, E, 
P) is a control-flow graph composed of the CFGs of one or more 
procedures plus a set P of pairs of procedure call (C) and return (R) edges 
connecting the component CFGs.  P contains pairs (C, R) of call and 
return edges.  Edge C connects a call site in one procedure M1 with the 
Entry node of the CFG of another procedure M2.  Edge R connects the 
Exit node of procedure M2 with the return site in procedure M1  (after [50, 
59, 66, 92]). 
 
As graphical representations of program control-flow, we define the meaning of 
paths and subpaths in these graphs. 
Definition 2.3:  A path in a CFG is a sequence of one or more graph 
edges ),(),...,,(),,( 12110 nn xxxxxx −  where 0x  = the Entry node and nx  = 
the Exit node.  In the path sequence, each terminal node of an edge is 
identical to the initial node in the next edge in the path.  This path is 
denoted by nn xxxxx ,,...,,, 1210 −  and has a path length of n (after  [84, 86]).  
Note that it is not possible to determine in general whether a path in a 
CFG can be executed [98].   
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Definition 2.4:  A subpath in a CFG is any continuous sub-sequence of 
graph edges within a path. 
 
On the left side of Figure 2.1 is a listing of the example procedure TriangleType 
introduced in Figure 1.1, and on the right side of Figure 2.1 is the corresponding CFG 
constructed according to the definition above.  Each node in the CFG is labeled with the 
statement number it represents.  The arrows in the CFG represent the directed flow of 
control.  The predicates S3, S4 and S5 each have a “true” (T) and a “false” (F) directed 
edge to successor nodes.  Additionally, there is a back-edge from S8 to S3 denoting 
potential looping behavior.  While not shown as a figure, an ICFG is composed of CFGs, 
as defined above. 
 
 




2.2.2 Data-flow and value-flow 
Data-flow in a sequentially-executed program such as those considered in this 
dissertation is closely related to control-flow.  The nodes of a CFG can be annotated with 
information about the definitions and uses of each variable.  A variable definition occurs 
when a statement assigns a value to a variable, such as with an assignment statement or a 
read statement.  A variable use occurs when a variable is used without being modified, as 
for example in a calculation or a predicate.  Data-flow analysis seeks to understand how 
variables change during program execution. 
As an example of the application of data-flow analysis, Laski and Korel present 
criteria for test selection derived from properties of data-flow that are based on 
definition-use chains in such a CFG [60].  A definition-use chain consists of a definition 
of a variable and all the uses of that variable reachable along subpaths in the CFG from 
that definition without any intervening re-definitions.  The authors describe a white-box2 
testing strategy that activates parts of a data-flow model by exercising corresponding 
control-flow paths.  The authors show that “data flow testing provides a finer test 
completeness measure than branch testing while avoiding the path explosion problem 
typical for path testing.”   
It is also possible to consider the flow of values of individual data objects or 
variables as a feature of program behaviors.  Researchers have explored how such value-
flows can be closely related to control-flows (e.g., [17, 34, 83, 100]).   For example, Xie 
and Notkin present value spectra as a way to measure behavioral differences in program 
executions [100].  Value spectra measure properties of sets of variable values comprising 
                                                 
2 White-box testing tests properties of an implementation [68].  
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the parameter list for user-function3 calls and returns during program execution.  These 
value spectra are used as a way to summarize the program’s state.  They demonstrate the 
use of value spectra in regression test selection by showing how value spectra can 
sometimes expose the root of a behavioral change. 
Value-flows also inform the Daikon invariant detector,4 which is a software tool 
that implements the dynamic detection of invariants in a program.  An invariant is a 
program property that remains unchanged at points in a program.  Daikon is used to 
execute a program and monitor values that variables take.  Then, Daikon computes 
program properties that were invariant for the monitored executions [37].  This research 
uses Daikon to extract the databin transition feature in the empirical studies reported in 
Chapter 7.  
 
2.2.3 Dynamic analysis and instrumentation  
Static program analysis as described above computes program properties for all 
potential executions of the program without actually executing the program.  Internal 
program behaviors are descriptions of potential program dynamics during execution.  
However, to measure actual program behaviors requires the use of dynamic program 
analysis.  One use of static analysis is to provide the details of a program’s structure that 
can be used in dynamic analysis to observe some properties of an execution.  Just as 
engineers in other disciplines insert probes into their structures to detect the dynamic 
behavior of the structure under  a load, a standard approach in software engineering is to 
insert measurement probes, or instrumentation [26], into the code of a program that will 
                                                 
3 A user-function is a function explicitly defined in the source code in contrast to a library function. 
4 http://pag.csail.mit.edu/daikon/  
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report dynamic events.  Dynamic analysis of programs exposes properties of executing 
programs by the inspection of internal events monitored by these probes [10].   
The definitions of CFG and ICFG provide a way to reason about where in a 
program to insert these measurement probes for collecting data about the program’s 
execution.  The probes are themselves statements in the instrumented version of the 
program.  Testing engineers design measurement probes to control and minimize side 
effects to the program to those associated with probe outputs and increased execution 
overhead.  Because each probe incurs an expense in program execution overhead, the 
number and complexity of probes directly influences the costs of data collection.  
Researchers have developed techniques to minimize the number of probes by studying 
the structures of CFGs.  For example, Knuth formalized algorithms for the efficient 
placement of probes to count either nodes (vertex profile) or edges (edge profile) in CFGs 
[55, 56].  Other reductions are possible.  For example, the nodes of the CFG represent 
basic blocks5 of statements, then one probe per basic block will provide coverage 
information for every statement in the basic block. 
The most basic unit of measurable internal behavior is the output of a single 
probe.  In general, the measurement of internal behaviors requires a set of probes.  For 
example, consider the internal behavior that describes whether the statements 
}{ nsssS ,...,, 21=  execute at least once.  This internal behavior is called statement 
coverage of .S   To verify this behavior, a probe inserted adjacent to each statement in S  
can log the statements’ executions.   
                                                 
5 A maximal sequence of instructions with a single entry point, single exit point, and no internal branches. 
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The logging function for each probe can be as simple as setting a bit in a binary 
arrayΧ , initially containing “0”s, mapped to .S   Then, to verify that Β  occurred, we 
inspectΧ .  Alternatively, the logging function could output an identifying token to an 
event stream E , creating a trace of the execution in terms of this logging function.  In 
this case, verification of Β  involves the inspection of E .   
 
2.2.4 Measuring program flows 
In general, dynamic analysis depends upon the collection and summarization of 
data produced by measurement probes during program execution.  These probes produce 
an event stream or flow that we can capture, sample, or process as needed.  For example, 
to gather the frequency or profile of an event, we count the event’s occurrence during 
program execution.  As another example, it is possible to design probes that produce a 
trace from which we can replay the execution of the program [9].  Each program 
execution may exhibit differing event-flow sequences for a given set of probes due to 
different inputs and synergies between the program, its runtime environment, and the 
user.  To facilitate measurement, we define models of flows that capture their essence 
relative to specified behavioral properties.  Representative summaries of such program 
flows are branch profiles and method profiles [96], as well as relative frequencies of 
events (often called spectra) such as path spectra [85].  The use of models represents a 
trade-off between the expenses of preserving the event stream E  on the one hand, and 
gaining the efficiency of summarization, on the other hand.  A parallel trade-off occurs 
on the axis of information content.  With gains in efficiency due to summarization comes 
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a loss of information⎯a summarization cannot inform a full reconstruction of an event 
stream.   
 
2.2.5 Monitoring behaviors 
Researchers have proposed that a potentially low-cost source for discovering the 
range of behaviors of a program is the history of all executions of the program after its 
deployment (e.g., [2, 18, 73, 76]).  In one commonly proposed scenario, developers 
monitor data collected from executions via Internet connectivity.  Monitoring deployed 
software and detecting behaviors is difficult for a number of reasons.  Among these are 
technical problems of scale related to the identification of the data to collect, the 
instrumentation of programs, and the aggregation of the resultant data.  An important 
computational problem is that the range or state space of internal behaviors for all 
executions of all copies of a given deployed program is potentially intractable.  
Furthermore, the precise determination of whether the internal behavior of any single 
execution exhibits a specific external behavior is in itself complex, even with full 
knowledge of the inputs and outcome.  First, we must determine which requirement(s) 
the inputs to the specific execution are exercising.  Given the complexity of many 
programs, this determination may itself be intractable.  Second, once we know the 
specific external behavior to expect from these inputs, we must evaluate the outcome of 
the execution to confirm that the behavior occurred. 
2.3 Modeling internal program behaviors 
One promising approach to solving these problems is the application of statistical 
machine-learning techniques to model internal program behaviors from aggregate 
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execution data.6  It is interesting to note that the survey paper entitled “Machine Learning 
and Software Engineering [101]” from 2002, focuses exclusively on automated software 
development processes (e.g., [13, 22, 25, 28, 36]).  This survey does not reference the 
recent use of machine learning techniques by researchers exploring aggregate program 
behaviors.  This work is explored in Section 2.3.2.   
 
2.3.1 Pattern recognition and cluster analysis 
Automated pattern classification and recognition depend on a process of 
information reduction that supports a classification decision to assign a label to a dataset.  
Information reduction is simply generalization as contrasted to specialization.  A pattern 
is a generalization of properties of several specific data points that represents all of them 
as a class with a label.  Consequently, once a classifier labels a specific dataset using a 
generalization or pattern, it is not possible to reconstruct the specific dataset from that 
label.  In turn, the dataset itself is a summary or model of some feature of an object or 
event for which a classification is sought.  There is a well-established design cycle for 
building automated pattern recognition systems as detailed in Reference [35].  The 
principal stages are (1) data collection, (2) feature choice, (3) model choice, (4) training, 
(5) evaluation, and (6) assessing computational complexity.   
In this dissertation, the facts of deterministic programs and static and dynamic 
analysis methods together constrain the universe of discourse for the first two stages.  For 
example, there is a known set of program features such as statements, predicates, and 
                                                 
6 Aggregate execution data refers to data collected from a set of executions of the same program induced by 
identical or by differing inputs. 
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paths.  We have formal analysis techniques, as discussed above, for reasoning about and 
measuring each of these features.   
With respect to the third stage, the choice of models is both science and art, as 
model-builders often rely on their domain knowledge and experience as well as the 
mathematical properties of the data.  For example, Cook and Wolf demonstrated the 
power of Markov chains in their work on software process discovery where they modeled 
software engineering processes using finite state machines [28].  In their work, they 
process event streams captured from human activity.  The interpretation of their results is 
dependent on their domain knowledge of the software engineering process.  Whittaker 
and Poore use Markov chains to model software usage from specifications prior to 
implementation [99].  The authors’ domain knowledge of Cleanroom [81] requirements 
analysis and specification techniques informed the model selection.  Baldi and colleagues 
go a step further and apply probabilistic methods to modeling the Internet and the Web, 
using Markov chains, Hidden Markov models, and Bayesian networks [8].  The authors 
argue that the dynamic and evolving interplay of users, databases, and software 
components on the Internet “yields uncertain and incomplete measurements and data,” 
suggesting the use of these probabilistic models.  Again, domain knowledge of the 
mechanics of the Internet informed the authors’ model choice and their model structure. 
The roots of automated pattern recognition or machine learning are in cluster 
analysis, which matured during the latter half of the twentieth century as a specialty in 
many research areas.  According to Anderberg, who produced a survey and self-described 
distillation of the field in 1973, these areas included the life sciences, behavioral and 
social sciences, earth sciences, medicine, engineering (artificial intelligence and systems 
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science), and information and policy sciences [7].  Automated clustering algorithms were 
a natural outgrowth of cluster analysis as demonstrated in recent books such as Reference 
[35].  Of particular usefulness to the work described in this dissertation, as detailed in 
subsequent chapters, is the development of active learning as an improvement over batch 
learning by Cohn and colleagues [27].  In batch learning, the classifier trains once on a 
fixed quantity, or batch, of manually-labeled training data and cannot adapt to evolving 
datasets.  In active learning, the classifier trains incrementally on a series of labeled data 
elements.  During each iteration of learning, the current classifier chooses from the pool 
of unlabeled data to predict those elements that would most significantly extend the range 
of behaviors that it can classify.  The human supervisor then labels these selected 
elements and adds them to the training set for the next round of learning.   
 
2.3.2 Applications to software behavior analysis 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the application of machine learning techniques 
such as automated classification to software engineering problems is relatively new.  
Representative publications include References [18, 20, 23, 32, 46, 48, 49, 70, 79].   
My work builds on this prior work in a number of ways.  First, all of this prior 
work adopts a classical batch-learning approach.  My approach uses both the batch- and 
active-learning paradigms.  The advantage of active learning in the software-engineering 
context is the ability to make effective use of the limited resources that are available for 
analyzing and labeling program execution data.  For example, consider the scenario 
wherein we train a classifier to recognize and label each of a set of program executions as 
“passing” or “failing,” by training on data collected about the internal behavior of the 
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executions.  We then ask the classifier to label a new program execution.  The classifier 
reports that it has a very low confidence in its decision.  With the active-learning 
paradigm, a human then provides the correct label and the classifier trains on the 
additional data.  Alternatively, if the classifier has a high confidence in its label, it 
proceeds normally.  Because of this preferential selection, the scope of the classifier will 
dynamically extend beyond the scope provided by a batch-learning paradigm.   
A second way in which my work builds on this prior work is in focusing on the 
specific properties and contributions of individual features of the data collected from 
executing programs.  In many cases, this prior work does not segregate individual 
features for study.  Haran and colleagues do isolate method calls, as described in the next 
paragraph [48].  Dickinson and colleagues show that clustering of executions based on 
method call profiles or method-to-method7 profiles can isolate failing executions [32, 79].  
The authors do not provide for automated refinement of the classifiers nor do they 
investigate other features.  Podgurski and colleagues extend this work with an approach 
using multivariate visualization to aid the developer in determining whether the failing 
executions in a given cluster have related causes [79].  However, the authors select from 
a spectrum of 500 features without isolating individual features. 
 There exist many alternative statistical learning methods to analyze program 
executions.  These methods share a goal of developing useful characterizations of 
program internal behaviors both singly and in aggregate.  Harder, Mellen, and Ernst 
automatically classify software behaviors using an operational differencing technique 
[49].  Their method extracts formal operational abstractions from statistical summaries of 
program executions and uses them to automate the augmentation of test suites.  Brun and 
                                                 
7 The authors use the term function caller/callee profiles. 
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Ernst use dynamic invariant detection to extract program properties relevant to revealing 
faults and then apply batch learning techniques to rank and select these properties [23].  
The properties they select are themselves formed from a large number of disparate 
features and the authors' focus is only on fault-localization and not on program behavior 
in general.  Sekar and colleagues propose a mechanism to implement model-carrying 
code [91] focused on high-level models of security-relevant behavior.  They propose 
techniques to extract automatically models from system call histories external to the 
program itself by using finite state automata.  Haran and colleagues use random forests of 
method calls to model and predict behaviors of one subject [48]. The authors examine a 
suite of features and then do investigate a specific feature, method-call profiles, but they 
do not evaluate this feature's robustness with an active learning environment.   
Researchers in fault localization also use statistical properties of aggregated 
executions.  Jones and colleagues evaluate a set of program executions that contain both 
failing and passing instances by counting for each program statement the number of 
program executions that exercised that statement at least once.  Then, using the relative 
frequencies of these counts and the knowledge of whether each execution passed or 
failed, they identify those statements most likely to be the cause of the fault [54].  Liblit 
and colleagues use statistical sampling and relative frequencies to prioritize a list of 
program predicates as fault indicators [63].  In both cases, the techniques become less 
effective in characterizing behaviors as they succeed in isolating faults.  This 
deterioration is a by-product of any prioritization scheme: the top-most item expresses the 
studied indicator, but another indicator suited to the properties of the remaining items 
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might better order them.  For example, tree-based classifiers branch on a unique feature at 
each node [35]. 
This research focuses on four features of program execution data and studies them 
individually as stochastic processes that exhibit the Markov property.  This research 
differs from the work described above because of this focus on individual features and 
because of a successful classifier training technique that leverages probabilistic properties 
of models of these features.  One benefit of studying features individually is to learn their 
costs and predictive powers independently of other features.  Then, ensembles of 
individual features can be constructed intentionally to leverage their joint predictive 
properties.  The features studied here are represented with real values, and consequently 
there is an inherent mathematical notion of a metric to measure similarity both absolutely 
and probabilistically.  This contrasts with features that have nominal values, such as the 
external requirements of a program.  For these features, there is no obvious way to 
compare similarity and to classify sets of these features requires parsing by, for example, 
a decision tree [35].  The probabilistic approach afforded by real-valued features enables 
dynamic classifier refinement in the presence of new program executions. 
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3 AUTOMATED CLASSIFIER CONSTRUCTION 
 
 
As stated in the Introduction,8 the first of two research questions motivating this 
research is:  How can we efficiently extract statistical models from program executions 
and map them to known program behaviors?  This mapping of data to behavior labels is a 
classification process.  Classification identifies an execution as belonging to a specific 
class or category.  In this context, a behavior classifier is a map from an execution 
feature, such as branch profiles, to a label for program behavior, such as “passing” or 
“failing.”  Three tasks must be addressed during classifier design: (1) identifying a set of 
features, (2) selecting a classifier architecture, and (3) implementing a learning technique 
for training the classifier using labeled data [69].   In Chapter 4, I describe the specific 
class of features explored in this research.  However, to provide a motivating context, I 
first describe the architecture and automated training scheme of a classifier for external 
program behaviors derived from generic features of data collected from an executing 
program. 
3.1 Approach 
The approach used in this research is to leverage the techniques and tools 
developed for automated pattern recognition and classification.  The automated training 
of a behavior classifier requires a set of training instances and their class labels.  For the 
purposes of this dissertation, there are two class labels corresponding to two external 
behaviors of programs—“passing” and “failing.”  The general procedure for training a 
classifier is straightforward.  First, the procedure selects a subject program and a set of 
                                                 
8 See section 1.1: Motivation. 
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inputs to the program—each input will induce an execution of the program for which the 
external behavior label is known.  Second, the procedure instruments the program so that 
each execution produces its own data according to some specification, such as branch 
profiling.  Third, the instrumented program is executed with one of the selected inputs; 
the procedure collects and summarizes the resultant probe data and provides the label 
denoting the known external behavior of the execution.  This collection of labeled data is 
the raw material from which the procedure will extract patterns that characterize, or map 
to, the external behaviors of the program.  Finally, the procedure trains a classifier using 
this labeled data.  A goal is that a classifier trained successfully with these data will be 
able to label correctly the data produced by the program when it executes on a new input. 
 
3.2 Automatic construction of classifiers for a program  
This research has produced a two-stage technique that builds automatically a 
classifier for a program’s external behaviors.  Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the 
technique as a dataflow diagram. 
 Definition 3.1:  A dataflow diagram represents the processes, data stores, 
and external entities in a system and shows the connecting flows of data.  
Processes or transformations of data are represented by circles, data stores 
by pairs of parallel horizontal lines, and external entities by rectangles.  
Arrows represent one or more data items described by a label on the arrow 




Figure 3.1. Overview of two-stage technique to build classifier. 
 
 
Reading from left to right in Figure 3.1, the process labeled “Stage 1: Prepare 
Training Instances” takes as inputs a subject program P and a specification for execution  
data S.  The program P is represented by its source code and the specification S identifies 
the data to be collected and the statistical model to be used, for example branch profiles 
modeled as a stochastic process.  The output of Stage 1 is a database of training instances 
as shown in the center of Figure 3.1.  This database in turn becomes the input for the 
second process labeled “Stage 2: Train Classifier.”  The output of Stage 2 is a classifier C 
for the program P.   
Figure 3.2 is a dataflow diagram of the details of Stage 1 and Figure 3.3 is a 
dataflow diagram of the details of Stage 2.  In Figure 3.2, Stage 1 is composed of three 
internal processes.  Process I instruments P to collect the data specified by S and 









Figure 3.3.  Stage 2: Train classifier. 
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and executes P̂  once for each test input specified in T.  The result of Process II is a 
collection of execution data produced by P̂  and modeled according to S, and these 
modeled data flow into Process III.  The external input to Process III is a behavior oracle 
O, which provides the correct label of “passing” or “failing” for the execution data 
produced by each execution of P̂ .  The assignment of these labels is generally done by 
hand and thus incurs the expense of human labor.  The output of Process III is a database 
of labeled and modeled execution data that will serve as the training data for the 
classifier. 
Figure 3.3 depicts the details of Stage 2 of the technique as a dataflow diagram.  
The database on the left in Figure 3.3 is the database produced at the end of Stage I as 
shown in Figure 3.2.  Process IV groups the training instances by their labels—in this 
case, “passing” and “failing.”  This grouping is a simple application of supervised 
learning, a machine-learning technique where the class labels for data items are known 
[35].  Supervised learning creates a model that maps data to its known labels.  In this 
case, knowledge about the executions’ two external behaviors is used to segregate the 
training data prior to classifier construction.   
Next, each of Processes V-a and V-b automatically builds a classifier for its 
respective training set.  Within each of these two processes, the classifier construction is 
via unsupervised learning, where the class labels that represent sub-behaviors within the 
principal behavior (i.e., “passing” or “failing”) are not known.  For example, the 
execution data labeled “passing” may include various sub-behaviors of “passing” 
depending on the inputs to the program.  The goal of constructing a classifier Cp for the 
passing group is to obtain a useful estimate of  the underlying characteristics of the 
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members of the passing group by finding patterns in the data.  In this dissertation, the 
classifier-learning technique clusters data using an agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
algorithm, presented in the next section. 
Process VI combines the resultant constituent classifiers into a single classifier C. 
This classifier is a collection of the individual classifiers trained in the previous 
processes, and classifier C is the output of this technique.  Note that the complete 
technique uses batch learning as described in Section 2.3.1 to build the classifier C.   
 
3.3 Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering 
As described above, the training data with which to build a classifier are the 
models that summarize the data specified and collected from a set of program executions 
as illustrated in Figure 3.1.  The models used in this research are specified in Chapter 4. 
One goal of classifier construction is to generalize the features of the models in 
order to find patterns in them that map to the behavior labels.  An automated clustering 
algorithm that clusters the constituent models into a smaller number of representative 
models or patterns is a common way to reach this goal.  One approach to discovering 
such clusters or patterns of models is to define a similarity function that measures some 
distance between two models.  The specification of the similarity function is typically a 
heuristic learned by the researcher from the application domain.  Clusters of models then 
emerge because their members are near to each other in terms of this metric.  Each such 
cluster is then reduced to a single model that summarizes its constituent members.  The 
trade-off here is a loss of precision—the individual executions are elided within the 
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cluster’s model—for a gain in effectiveness resulting from fewer models.  This tradeoff is 
a basic concern in cluster analysis and classifier design: 
One of the most important areas of research in statistical pattern 
classification is determining how to adjust the complexity of the 
model⎯not so simple that it cannot explain the differences between the 
categories, yet not so complex as to give poor classification on novel 
patterns [35]. 
 
The classifier-training paradigm used in this research is an adaptation of an 
established technique known as agglomerative hierarchical clustering [35].  With this 
technique, each training instance initially defines a cluster of size one.  The technique 
proceeds iteratively by finding the two clusters that are nearest to each other according to 
some similarity function.  These two nearest clusters merge into one cluster, and the 
technique repeats.  The stopping condition for this clustering technique is either a fixed 
number of clusters or some valuation of the quality of the remaining clusters.  The 
specific implementation of agglomerative hierarchical clustering used in this research is 
presented in Chapter 4. 
 
3.3.1 Similarity functions for agglomerative clustering 
As discussed in the previous section, a similarity function provides a numerical 
distance between two data models or clusters of models.  There are three commonly used 
measures.  The nearest-neighbor algorithm calculates the distance between two clusters 
by finding the minimum distance between two data points in the two clusters (i.e. the two 
nearest-neighbor data points.)  When this algorithm is used to define the similarity 
measure, it eventually produces a minimal spanning tree of all the data points.  It is well-
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recognized that this algorithm can be too sensitive to outliers, thus producing a chaining 
effect that can yield poorly formed clusters [35].  An alternative measure that is less 
sensitive to outliers calculates the average distance between all points in the two clusters.  
This approach is computationally expensive, as it requires repeated pairwise calculations 
between all points in each cluster at each iteration of the agglomeration algorithm.  A less 
expensive alternative measure is to calculate the distance between the centroids—the 
average of a cluster’s members—of two clusters.  This research uses this centroid 
calculation to reduce computation time and to decrease the sensitivity to outliers.   
 
3.3.2 Description and complexity 
The agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm begins with n data elements 
and a similarity function defined on those data elements.  At the first iteration, there are 
2
)1(* −nn  pairwise similarity calculations made to detect the closest two data elements.  
Thus, in this first step of the algorithm, both the storage use and computation time are 
bounded by .2n   At each subsequent iteration, n is decremented by 1 as two data 
elements merge and therefore n-2 new similarity calculations are required between the 
merged cluster and the remaining data elements.  Assuming that the stopping criterion is 





m  = 
2
)1(* +mm  = 
2
)1(*)2( −− nn   
additional similarity comparisons to make until the algorithm stops with one cluster.  
Because the space and time requirements of both the initialization step and the remaining 
steps are bounded by ,2n   the complexity of this algorithm is )( 2nΟ . 
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3.3.3 Automated classifier refinement 
As described in Chapter 2, there are, in addition to the batch-learning technique, a 
number of learning strategies for training classifiers.  This research concentrates on 
exploring the advantages of active learning [27], described in Section 2.3.1.  Active 
learning provides a way for a classifier to refine itself adaptively after initially training 
with a batch of data.  Active learning employs an interactive approach that can be used to 
control the costs of training classifiers because the classifier incorporates only those data 
elements that extend its range and ignores those data elements it recognizes.  Thus, active 
learning is especially well suited to environments where the scope of the data is not yet 
fully known, as is generally the case with internal software behaviors.  While an initial 
set of training instances might be drawn from the software testing process, for instance, 
exhaustive testing is usually not practical, if even possible.  Consequently, software 
engineers do not have advance knowledge of specific unobserved internal behaviors.  
When these new behaviors do occur, an active-learning environment provides for 
qualitative feedback from an oracle, in this case the test engineer.  This feedback allows 
for refinement of the classifier to include the new behavior.  However, when the classifier 
recognizes new instances of known behaviors, these behaviors do not need hand-
evaluation, and this is the source of the cost savings.   
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This chapter presents the approach used in this research to select features of 
program execution data and the approach used to model these features. 
The conventional software engineering approach to identifying and validating 
internal program behaviors views each execution as the transformation of inputs into 
outputs.  This transformation can be monitored and verified at every statement, as for 
example when engineers test a program for statement coverage by inserting probes at 
each statement [15].    The input space can be partitioned and the program executed with 
exemplar inputs for each partition.  Finally, an observer can confirm whether the program 
produces the correct outcome for a given input.  For example, consider the procedure 
TriangleType presented previously in Figure 1.1 and with its CFG in Figure 2.1.  A visual 
analysis shows that there are four possible paths through the procedure, each 
corresponding to one of the possible triangle types: 
{entry, S1, S2, S8, exit} : not a triangle; 
{entry, S1, S2, S3, S4, S8, exit}: equilateral; 
{entry, S1, S2, S3, S5, S6, S8, exit}: scalene; 
{entry, S1, S2, S3, S5, S7, S8, exit}: isosceles. 
By considering the CFG of TriangleType as a directed graph with unweighted 
edges, then each of these four paths is equally likely to be traversed to reach Exit from 
Entry.  However, if the distribution of the input space is considered, then the path {entry, 
S1, S2, S8, exit} corresponding to “not triangle” is the most likely path.  This is because 
for any two non-zero natural numbers representing two sides of a potential triangle, the 
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“legal” value of the integer representing the third side comes from a bounded and finite 
set whose largest member is the sum of the length of the two given sides minus 1 and 
whose smallest member is 1.  Any of the infinite number of integers not in this set is an 
“illegal” third side.  Although this is a simple case, it is clear that such an analysis 
performed without regard to the actual use of the program might lead a development team 
to concentrate on optimizing this most probable path.   
An alternative approach is to suppose that the users of this program are measuring 
millions of actual triangles in the field and that they seek to automate the labeling of the 
triangle type.  The developers will not be able to analyze economically each execution to 
detect whether it correctly computed the triangle type.  The developers may even 
anticipate a different mix of triangle types than actually occur, because in this case, none 
of the inputs will be illegal triangles.  However, they may be able to efficiently monitor 
certain features of the internal behaviors of the program and then determine statistically 
the distribution of triangles that users tested and hence the distribution of CFG paths 
taken.  The developers could then tailor their optimization efforts to the reported usages 
of the program.  They could also measure shifts in the relative frequencies of the three 
types of triangles tested over time.  This second, alternative, approach is empirical and 
statistical.   
4.1 Research approach 
The alternative approach that uses statistical and probabilistic techniques enables 
the design and implementation of cost-effective behavior recognition.  In the limit, both 
the external and internal behaviors of a particular software program can be characterized 
by examining the collection of all its executions, embodying the diversity of all users, 
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inputs, and execution environments for all copies of the program.  This collection of 
executions is unpredictable and generally unbounded, as in the case of the procedure 
TriangleType, and these properties invite a data-driven approach to analysis in contrast to 
an analysis that requires an enumeration of each execution.  The data-driven approach  
used in this research selects specific features of program executions, collects data from 
probes of these features in an instrumented program, summarizes and models these data, 
and then evaluates the aggregated data for its ability to support effective behavior 
classifiers.  In particular, the approach uses machine-learning techniques to build 
probabilistic models of the data collected from program executions.  Probability theory 
has a distinguished history in the context of modeling processes, and it is natural to 
explore its use in the service of software engineering: 
 
The approach in this research is thus to model data collected about selected events 
in a program’s execution as a random or stochastic process and then to map these data 
models of internal program behaviors to external behaviors.  For example, a program 
cannot in general detect whether its own outcome is correct or not (i.e., whether the 
execution passes or fails).  However, with a probabilistic approach, this research 
demonstrates that stochastic models of certain events in an execution can map to the two 
external program behaviors labeled “passing” and “failing.”  Furthermore, this research 
The modern approach to stochastic modeling is to divorce the 
definition of probability from any particular type of application. 
Probability theory is an axiomatic structure, a part of pure mathematics. 
Its use in modeling stochastic phenomena is part of the broader realm 
of science and parallels the use of other branches of mathematics in 
modeling deterministic phenomena [94]. 
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shows that behavior classifiers that express this mapping can reliably predict these 
external behaviors for selected subject programs.     
This alternative to conventional analysis is above all a modeling choice.  The 
design of models is inherently as complex as any software engineering task that seeks 
parsimonious descriptions of program behaviors.  There is no best model for a set of 
events or a behavior; rather, a model is judged by its usefulness, including the cost of its 
creation [58].  If a model effectively detects and predicts program behaviors, then it is a 
useful model.9    
 
4.1.1 Probabilistic reasoning 
A discrete-time stochastic process is a sequence of random variables.  Let t = 0, 1, 
2, 3, ... be the time at which we observe a random variable Xt that represents the state of a 
system.  Then the sequence {X0, X1, X2, ...} can be written as {Xt, t >= 0} and is called a 
stochastic process.  Each Xt can take a set of values S, which is the state space of the 
process {Xt, t >= 0}.  A ubiquitous example of this definition is Xt = the value of the toss 
of a six-sided die on throw number t.  Here, S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.  In the case of the 
example procedure TriangleType, shown in Figure 2.1, Xt  can be defined as the statement 
number that is executing at time t.  Then S = {entry, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, exit}.  
                                                 
9 My inspiration for exploring this approach comes from several sources.  During my research into 
Software Tomography, I became intrigued with the branching behavior of executing programs [21].  
Software Tomography is a technique used in monitoring deployed software wherein a particular task, such 
as detecting branch coverage, is divided into subtasks.  While watching visualizations for hours on end 
during simulations of tomography, I was intrigued by the patterns of branch activity that appeared.  In 
particular, I wondered whether there was a way to recognize these patterns mathematically.  I studied 
probabilistic graphical models and related research problems in computer vision and speech recognition.  I 
found useful tools from the field of speech recognition [75].  I saw a parallel between estimating an 
utterance from an acoustic waveform and estimating the external behavior of a program from dynamic-
analysis data.  I learned that these relationships are inherently stochastic, due to the richness and variability 
of the measurement set.  My first strategy was to leverage the successful tools and methods of speech 
recognition in this novel context of program behavior analysis. 
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Note that this definition requires that the procedure is executing and without making any 
assumptions about the passage of time.   
 
4.1.2 Discrete-time Markov chains 
One special class of stochastic processes is the discrete-time Markov chain.  
Consider the above-described stochastic process for procedure TriangleType.  Assume 
that at time t = 4 the observed values of X0, X1, X2, X3, X4 are entry, S1, S2, S3, S5.  Is it 
possible to predict with a probability what the state of the process will be at t = 5?  One 
answer is that X5 depends on X0, X1, X2, X3, X4  and the input parameters i, j, k.  However, 
there may be a very large set of conditional relationships between the random variables 
and their states.  These conditional relationships exist because of the particular ordering 
of the state-values of the random variable X.  Markov in the late 1800s proposed a 
simplification where to predict X5, all that is required is X4.  If the stochastic process has 
this property at every time t > 0, then it has a Markov property.  Alternatively, the 
Markov assumption is that the next state in the modeled state space depends only on the 
current state and not on any previous state.  This simplifying assumption removes the 
conditional relationships represented by a sequence of states.   
Thus, a stochastic process {Xt, t >= 0} with state space S is called a Discrete-time 
Markov Chain (DTMC) if, for x in S:  
  ).|(),...,,,|( 12101 nnnn XxXPXXXXxXP === ++  
A further simplifying assumption is that the DTMC is homogeneous with respect to time 
(i.e., that it is a stationary process⎯a process governed by rules that do not change over 
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time [94].)  The types of software programs studied in this research are stationary 
processes because the program code does not change between executions.   
4.2 Stochastic features of program execution data 
This research focuses on modeling the data collected from a program’s execution 
that are then studied for patterns that map to characterizations of the external behaviors of 
the program.  The term feature used in this research has a specific meaning in statistical 
pattern classification and machine learning.  A feature is one of a set of characteristics of 
the data being studied [35].   This sense of the term feature is used in software 
engineering research in automated classification as well (e.g., [20, 23, 32, 79]). The class 
of data features modeled in this research captures the frequency of transitions among 
certain statements in a program during the program’s execution.   
The approach taken is to collect the profile data from an individual execution and 
reduce it immediately to a DTMC through normalization of the rows of the transition 
matrix, as explained below.  This approach contrasts with the conventional approach of 
performing the reduction to a model near the end of the execution-clustering process 
(e.g., [32, 79, 78].)   The motivation for this is three-fold.  First, in the speech-recognition 
approach that inspires this work, Markov models summarizing speech data are the basic 
elements used in classifier training [82].  Second, using the same representation of the 
data at every stage of the clustering process provides for a general approach to 
classification at any stage of the clustering process, as detailed in Section 4.4.3.  Third,  
the DTMCs preserve most of the information within the transition matrices that represent 
the collected profile data, losing only the absolute profiles. 
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For example, one feature used in this research is the branch profile.  A branch is 
an edge between a predicate (source) statement and a target (sink) statement in the CFG 
of a program.  There are benefits to using a DTMC to model the branching behavior of an 
executing program.  First, the state space, S, is finite and is composed of the predicate 
statements plus the target statements of each predicate statement in the program.  
Secondly, this model has the same state space S for every execution of the program.  The 
conventional representation of a DTMC is a two-dimensional matrix M where each 
dimension is an enumeration of the state space.  The storage requirement of this 
representation is thus 2n , where n=|S|.  Each cell of the matrix M  is identified by its row 
and column: ).,( columnrowM   Both row and column are members of S.  Thus, cell 
),( columnrowM contains the transition probability from the row state to the column state.  
The predicates in a program can branch on “true” or “false” or may be more complex and 
have more than two outcomes, such as when a switch construct is used in the C language.  
These more complex predicates can be reduced to a series of “true” and “false” branches 
with the use of “if-then” constructs that replace, for example, each case statement in the 
switch construct.  In graph theory, this transformation is the same as the equivalence 
between n-ary and binary trees.  In other words, a switch statement can be represented 
either as a n-ary tree or a binary tree.  When every predicate is represented as a binary 
tree, then the number of possible branch transitions in the DTMC is n*2 , where n is the 
number of binary predicates.  An adjacency matrix representing the CFG of a procedure 
will contain “1”s for these possible transitions and “0”s otherwise.  For example, the CFG 
for the procedure TriangleType is shown in Figure 4.1 on the left and the adjacency 
matrix representation of this CFG is shown on the right.  The nominal size of the 
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adjacency matrix is 100102 = , but the count of possible transitions—shown as “1”s—is 
only 12.  Thus, in this case the adjacency matrix can be stored as a sparse matrix.10   
The DTMC that models the branches in TriangleType will therefore also be a 
sparse matrix with the state space S = {entry, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, exit}.  By 
convention, the entry node is included to denote the initial state of the model and the exit 
node is included as an absorbing state that, once reached, allows no further transitions to 
other states.  The DTMC will have non-zero entries showing the probabilities of possible 
state transitions and “0”s for impossible transitions.  Static analysis shows that these 
impossible transitions will never occur, as for example from S1 to Entry. 
The DTMC derives its state space and possible transitions from the CFG and its 




Figure 4.1. TriangleType CFG and adjacency matrix. 
                                                 
10 A sparse matrix is a matrix populated primarily with zeros that can be stored more efficiently than a 
rectangular matrix by various means as for example, an edge list. 
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data collected about these transitions during an execution of the program.  The Markov 
assumption here is at odds with the conventional view of state transitions within a 
program.  Clearly, there are conditional dependencies on previous statements.  However, 
this modeling assumption is made primarily for reasons of tractability, as discussed in 
Section 4.1.2.  This simplification of the state transitions permits the use of first-order 
Markov models and the empirical studies in Chapter 7 demonstrate the efficacy of this 
modeling choice. 
Each cell in the DTMC contains the probability that the transition from the state 
in the row to the state in the column occurred during the execution.  These probabilities 
are facts about the particular execution of the program and do not describe the program 
itself.  As a simple example, consider the predicate at node S2 in Figure 4.1.  When this 
predicate evaluates as “true,” control in the execution flows to node S3 and when it 
evaluates as “false,” control flows to node S8.  These two branches are the only possible 
transitions from state S2, as shown in the adjacency matrix in Figure 3.1, and the 
associated transition probabilities are )2|3( SSP  and ).2|8( SSP    Because these two 
transitions are mutually exclusive and exhaustive (the only possible transitions from S2), 
then the axioms of probability state that  
)2|3( SSP  + )2|8( SSP  = 1.   
This means that if during an execution, the predicate S2 is never reached, then  
)2|3( SSP  = )2|8( SSP  = 0.5.   
The interpretation is that either transition was equally possible during the execution, even 
though neither occurred.  This convention is a standard mathematical transformation 
when working with Markov models in this context [82].  The DTMC will be used to 
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calculate and compare probabilities.  If each of these two entries were zero instead of 0.5, 
then the multiplicative effect would be to reduce to zero any probability calculated as 
passing through the transition represented by the entry.  By normalizing the two entries to 
0.5, each has the same multiplicative effect on any probability calculation. 
As a practical matter, the way these two probabilities are calculated from 
execution data is straightforward.  For example, if the procedure TriangleType were 
called from within procedure Main 15 times and if the branch from S2 to S3 occurred 5 
times and the branch from S2 to S8 occurred 10 times during this execution, then the two 
probabilities are calculated as follows: 
31155)2|3( ==SSP  and 321510)2|8( ==SSP . 
A technical problem arises when a possible branch transition does not occur during an 
execution.  The issue is that the transition had a very small, but non-zero, probability of 
occurring.  If this transition were assigned a zero in the DTMC modeling the execution, 
then the interpretation is that the transition is impossible.  However, since the transition is 
possible, the convention is to assign the transition a very small probability, and then to 
recalculate the probabilities for that row so that they sum to a total of one, as required by 
the axioms of probability.  For example, if the branch from S2 to S3 occurred 15 times 
and the branch from S2 to S8 did not occur during this execution, then the initial 
calculation yields: 
11515)2|3( ==SSP  and 0150)2|8( ==SSP . 
To remove this zero probability, it is replaced by setting )2|8( SSP  = 0.0001, for 
instance, and then normalizing the probabilities so that they add to one: 
9999.00001.11)2|3( ==SSP  and 0001.00001.10001.0)2|8( ==SSP . 
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In the case where neither transition occurred during the execution, each zero if replaced 
by 0.0001 and the results normalized so that they add to one: 
5.00002.00001.0)2|3( ==SSP  and 5.00002.00001.0)2|8( ==SSP . 
The interpretation of this substitution is that during the execution, even though neither 
branch executed, each had an equal probability of executing.  As explained above in this 
section, this artifice prevents the introduction of zeroes into any probability calculation 
involving transitions from statement S2. 
 
4.3 Automatically building Markov models from execution data 
The basic procedure for building a DTMC from the transition data collected 
during a single execution is performed in four steps: 
(1) Create a transition matrix that contains the actual measured count of 
each transition, also known as the profile or frequency of the 
transition. 
(2) Normalize each row so that the cell entries become probabilities and 
each row sums to a probability of one, as described above.   
(3) Assign a very small probability such as 0.0001 to any possible 
transitions that did not occur during the execution (i.e., their 
transition profiles or counts are zero).  This procedure prevents the 
occurrence of probabilities of zero that cancel probability 
calculations using this DTMC. 
(4) Re-normalize the rows so that they each sum to a probability of one.  
The DTMC now contains a non-zero probability for every possible 
transition and a zero for all impossible transitions. 
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The algorithm BUILDMODEL, shown in Figure 4.2, is an implementation of this 
procedure.  BUILDMODEL constructs a matrix representation of a DTMC from state-
transition profiles.  Note that as explained above, the square matrix representation is used 
for illustration, but in an implementation, efficiency dictates the use of sparse matrices.  
BUILDMODEL has three inputs: S, D, and b. S is the set of states used to specify the 
transitions.  D contains the data collected from a program execution, consisting of 
ordered triples and including an entry for every possible transition, including those with 
profiles, or counts, of zero.  Each ordered triple describes a transition from a state froms  to 
a state tos  with the corresponding transition profile or frequency recorded during the 
execution:   
( froms , tos , profile). 
Symbol b is the behavior label for the model, such as “passing” or “failing.”  The output 
of BUILDMODEL is the triple (M, D, b) of the model, the input profile data, and the 
behavior label. 
The algorithm BUILDMODEL operates as follows.  In line 1, the algorithm 
initializes the matrix M for the model using the cardinality of S.  In lines 2-3, each 
transition in D that involves states in S is recorded in M.  In lines 4-8 each row in matrix 
M is normalized by dividing each element in the row by the sum of the elements in the 
row, unless the sum is zero.  In lines 9-11, each possible transition that still has a 0 
probability is changed to a small probability of 0.0001.  Then in lines 12-16, the model is 
normalized again to produce rows that sum to probability 1.  As an example, consider the 
single predicate illustration from Section 4.1.  Suppose that the branch from S2 to S3
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Figure 4.2. Algorithm BuildModel.
Algorithm BUILDMODEL (S, D, b) 
Input:   { }nsssS ,,, 21 K= , a set of states 
   ( )( )K,,, profilessD tofrom= , a list of ordered triples  
   =b  a string representing a behavior label  
Declare:  M, an array of floating point numbers to store the DTMC 
Output: ( )M   
(1) [ ]SSArrayfloatnewM ,← , initialized to 0s 
(2) foreach ( ) SswhereDprofiless tofrom ∈∈ ,,,  
(3)        [ ] [ ] profilessMssM tofromtofrom +← ,,  
(4) for  ( )10 −← Si to  










(6)        if  ( )0>rowsum  
(7)              ( )10 −← Sj tofor  
(8)                     [ ] [ ]rowSum
jiMjiM ,, ←  
(9) foreach ( ) SswhereDprofiless tofrom ∈∈ ,,,  
(10)         if ( [ ] 0, ==tofrom ssM ) 
(11)                [ ] [ ] 0001.0,, +← tofromtofrom ssMssM  
(12) for  ( )10 −← Si to  










(14)        if  ( )0>rowsum  
(15)              ( )10 −← Sj tofor  
(16)                     [ ] [ ]rowSum
jiMjiM ,, ←  




occurred 5 times and the branch from S2 to S8 occurred 10 times during a “passing” 
execution.  The inputs to BUILDMODEL would be:  
• }8,3,2{ SSSS =  
• ))10,8,2(),5,3,2(( SSSSD =   
• b = “passing.” 
In this case, the output M is the DTMC of this example execution with two non-zero 
entries corresponding to (as calculated in Section 4.2): 
31155)2|3( ==SSP  and 321510)2|8( ==SSP . 
 The complexity of BUILDMODEL is directly related to the size of the state space S, 
denoted as n.  The model M that is the output of the algorithm is bounded in size by .2n   
The model M is accessed cell by cell at each of the five stages of the algorithm.  Thus, the 
time spent processing M is bounded by .*5 2n   The algorithm’s time and space 
complexity is therefore ).( 2nΟ  
 
4.4 Automating behavior classification with DTMCs 
A behavior classifier is a map from an execution feature, such as branch profiles, 
to a label for program behavior, such as “passing” or “failing,” as described in Chapter 3.  
This research has addressed the three tasks of classifier design: (1) identifying a set of 
features, (2) selecting a classifier architecture, and (3) implementing a learning technique 
for training the classifier using labeled data [69].   This section presents the details of 





4.4.1 Clustering DTMCs 
The similarity function used in this research is the distance between the centroids 
of two clusters.  When the agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm begins 
(described in Section 3.3), each data point is a cluster of size one.  The data points are 
themselves the DTMCs created by the BUILDMODEL algorithm.  Any matrix and thus a 
DTMC can be represented as a vector.  There are a number of ways to then define the 
distance between any two DTMCs, M1 and M2, whose vectors are m1 and m2, for 
example: 
(1) absolute vector difference = |m1 – m2|; 
(2) vector distance = ||m1 – m2||, where ||v|| = vv* ; 
(3) cosine of angle between m1 and m2 =  ||2||*||1||
21
mm
mm • ; 
(4) Hamming distance between m1 and m2; The Hamming distance 
between two binary numbers is the count of bit positions in which they 
differ.  This is a variation on (1) where the vectors are transformed to 
bit vectors.  Since each cell of a DTMC contains a value between zero 
and one, this transformation is done by using a heuristically-
determined threshold t such that any member of m1 or m2 with a value 
less than or equal to t becomes a zero and any value between t and one 
becomes a one. 
  
 This research investigated both the absolute vector difference and the Hamming 
distance.  In the empirical results presented in Chapter 7, each is used in a specific 
context where it proved most beneficial.  Once the agglomerative clustering algorithm 
has chosen two clusters as having the closest means, it merges the two clusters.  For 
DTMCs this process is straightforward.  The two transition matrices from which these 
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two DTMCs were derived are added together cell by cell, a process of matrix addition.  
The resultant merged transition matrix is then row-normalized using the procedure 
described in the algorithm BUILDMODEL to create the merged DTMC.  This DTMC has 
the same size and state space as its components and its cells contain the transition 
probabilities representing the mean of its component data points. 
 
4.4.2 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering with DTMCs 
The algorithm TRAINCLASSIFIER, shown in Figure 4.3, trains a classifier from a 
collection of models generated by BUILDMODEL.  TRAINCLASSIFIER also implements 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering.  TRAINCLASSIFIER has three inputs: S, T, and SIM.   
S is a set of states that identify the event transitions for calls to BUILDMODEL.  T is a list 
of pairs each summarizing one execution i and containing a data structure D as defined in 
BUILDMODEL, and a behavior label lb .  There can be k behaviors but in this research, k = 
2, for “passing” and “failing.”  SIM is one of the similarity functions discussed above that 
takes two DTMCs as arguments, and returns a real number that is the computed 
difference between the models.  TRAINCLASSIFIER outputs a classifier C that is a set of 
the clusters, each represented by a DTMC, that remain at the end of the clustering 
process.  Initially, the classifier C contains clusters that are the singleton data points.  The 
agglomerative clustering process reduces the cardinality of C.  As discussed earlier, this 




Figure 4.3. Algorithm TrainClassifier.
Algorithm TRAINCLASSIFIER (S, T, SIM) 
Input:    { }nsssS ,,, 10 K= , a set of states 
    ( )( )K,, ilbDT = , training set as a list of ordered pairs, ...2,1,0−i  
          where ( )( )K,,, profilessD tofrom= ,  
          =lb a “behavior label”, groupsbehaviorofcountthekl ,0 <=<  
    SIM, a function to compute the similarity of two Markov models  
Output: C, a set of Markov models, initially empty 
(1) foreach klbl <=<0,   
(2)        { }←
lb




(4)        foreach ( ) ,...2,1,0,, =∈ iTbD il  
(5)               )),,,(( DbDSBuildModelCC lbb ll U←  
(6)        { }←Deltas , an empty set to collect pairwise deltas 
(7)        ArraynewStats ← [|
lb
C |], clustering statistics 
(8)        while ( )2>
lb
C  
(9)                 // agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
(10)                 ( )
ll bbi
CiCDM <<∈ 0,,foreach  
(11)                        ( )
ll bbj
CjiCDM <=<∈ ,,foreach  
(12)                               ),( ji MMSIMDeltasDeltas U←  
(13)                 Stats [|
lb
C |] )(DeltasonStdDeviati←  
(14)                 if Knee(Stats) then break 
(15)                 else 
(16)                          DeltasinclosestaschosenMM yx ,  
(17)                          yxmerged DDD U←  
(18)                          ),,( lmergedmerged bDSBuildModelM ←  
(19)                          ( ) mergedyxbb MMMCC ll U−−←  
(20)                 
lb
CCC U← add Classifier for behavior l to C 
(21) return C 
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In lines 1-2, TRAINCLASSIFIER initializes an empty classifier 
lb
C  for each discrete 
behavior lb .  In this research, these labels are “passing” and “failing.”  Line 3 begins the 
processing loop for each behavior lb .   In lines 4-5,  the  algorithm adds  an  ordered pair 
 (M,D) to the appropriate classifier 
lb
C  based on the lb  in (D, lb ).  In this pair, M is the 
output of BUILDMODEL(S,D,bl).  After completing this loop, lbC  contains one DTMC for 
each training instance with the behavior label lb .  Lines 6-7 initialize Deltas and Stats, 
two data stores that are explained below.   
The remainder of the algorithm clusters the models in each 
lb
C  to reduce their 
populations.  The agglomerative clustering process begins after line 8.  Line 8 establishes 
the default stopping criterion as two clusters, in the event that the stopping heuristic Knee 
does not detect a deterioration at line 14.  This could occur for example if all the data 
points were equidistant.  In lines 10-12, SIM calculates the each pairwise difference and 
Deltas accumulates them at line 12.  At each iteration, the algorithm calculates the 
standard deviation for the values in Deltas and stores it in Stats [|
lb
C |] at line 13.  
Because the cardinality of 
lb
C decreases by one per iteration, it serves as an index into 
Stats [].  The function Knee implements a stopping heuristic.  Knee checks the set of 
standard deviations accumulating in Stats [] at line 14 to determine the rate of change in 
the slope of a line fit to the values in Stats [].  Knee is detecting a “knee shape,” or sharp 
bend, in the graph of the standard deviations in Stats [].  A graph-plotting program, for 
instance, could aid a manual detection of this knee, but Knee provides an automatic 
detector for use in the empirical evaluations conducted in this research.  Knee detects a 
“knee” when the sum of standard errors (SSE) in a linear regression of the data points in 
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Stats [] increases by a factor of ten or more from its value in the previous iteration.  If a 
knee is detected, the clustering stops for that behavior group, and the models in 
lb
C are 
added to C, the final classifier.  In the absence of a knee, the process stops with two 
models, per the constraint in line 8.  Otherwise, the algorithm merges the two closest 
models xM  and yM  in lines 16-19, by calling BUILDMODEL with the union of the 
corresponding profile sets xD  and .yD   At line 20, the classifier C incorporates the 
clustered models in
kb
C .  After processing all the behavior groups, the algorithm returns 
the final C. 
The use of a stopping criterion for the clustering process must be determined 
heuristically by the researcher using domain knowledge [35].  For the agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering algorithm to produce a single cluster is appropriate if only one 
class of data exists.  If there is more than one class within the data points then there is a 
need for a stopping criterion.  In the specific case of training a classifier for each of the 
behaviors “passing” and “failing,” there are likely sub-behaviors that will naturally 
cluster within each of these.  Consider the example procedure TriangleType for which the 
four possible internal behaviors are four paths in the CFG, shown on page 36.  Each of 
these internal behaviors occurs during a “passing” behavior of the program, yet they have 
different properties.  Using this domain knowledge, it is clear that agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering of a collection of training instances that included 100 of each of 
these four internal behaviors should yield four clusters, one representing each path.  With 
this advance knowledge of the four internal behaviors, the stopping criterion is four.  In 
this trivial case, clustering works perfectly to create four DTMCs, where each represents 
one of the internal behaviors.  The reason is that the model for each internal behavior is 
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always the same, reflecting the single traversal of a path through the procedure.  
Consequently, any pair of DTMCs both representing one path will have a measured 
similarity distance of zero and will be merged.  The merged model will be 
indistinguishable from either of its identical components.  With a stopping criterion of 
four, each of the clusters then represents one of the four possible paths. 
In the general case when the number of constituent sub-behaviors that exists in 
the data set is unknown, then a technique is needed to detect the appropriate stopping 
point for the clustering algorithm.  This problem is known in the pattern-recognition 
community as “the problem of validity.” [35]  There are many theoretical and practical 
approaches available.  The basic problem is in determining whether a clustering level 
with c clusters better describes the data than the clusters at level c+1.  Because this 
research effort is not concerned with identifying the specific sub-behaviors that clusters 
represent, but rather in building a classifier that can reliably predict “passing” or “failing” 
behaviors, the decision boundary is flexible.  The choice of c can be informed by 
statistical properties of the clustering process.  Every practical solution to this problem is 
a heuristic learned from the data, and the one used in this research works well for the 
subjects investigated.  This heuristic calculates the standard deviation of the pairwise 
distances between the clusters at each level.  Thus, one measure exists for each iteration 
of the clustering algorithm.  The heuristic then tracks the standard deviation measure 
across the iterations and monitors the quality of a linear regression of these measures up 
to the current iteration of the algorithm.  When the regression results signal an upward 
trend in the standard deviations, this point is selected as the stopping criterion.  Just 
before this deterioration, the clusters, represented by their means, are relatively evenly 
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distributed as measured by the standard deviation of their inter-cluster distances.  The 
function Knee described above implements this heuristic. 
 The complexity of TRAINCLASSIFIER is directly related to both the size of the state 
space S, denoted as n, and the number of executions in the training set, denoted by i.  The 
k behaviors serve to segregate the executions in the training set, but the total number of 
executions remains i.  The initialization of the algorithm uses the algorithm BUILDMODEL 
for every execution.  Since BUILDMODEL is bounded in space and time by ,2n  this 
initialization is bounded in space and time by .* 2ni   If n and i are of the same order of 
magnitude, then this bound is .3n   This is generally true of the subjects and classifiers 
used in the empirical studies presented in Chapter 7.  The second part of 
TRAINCLASSIFIER is the implementation of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
algorithm presented in Section 3.3.2 and shown to be bounded in space and time by .2n     
Therefore, the time and space complexity of TRAINCLASSIFIER is ).( 3nΟ   However, for 
the features and subjects used in this research, the DTMC transition arrays are bounded 
by a small constant times n, and so this complexity is more nearly )( 2nΟ  in practice. 
 
4.4.3 Automatic classification 
The classifier C constructed by TRAINCLASSIFIER contains several clusters, each 
represented by a DTMC.  The goal in this research is to instrument the subject program, 
collect the data, model a specific feature of the data as a DTMC, and then ask the 
classifier to classify the DTMC and thus label the execution.  The procedure 
TriangleType has two  external behaviors that will serve to illustrate this process.   These  
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behaviors are “not triangle” and “isosceles,” and in this special example case, these are 
the external labels for two “passing” behaviors.  The two “passing” behaviors of 
TriangleType will illustrate without loss of generality the supervised construction of a 
classifier. 
 Because there are only four possible paths through TriangleType, there are only 
four different possible DTMCs that will model executions that traverse these paths.  
Figure 4.4 shows the profile entries on the left and the resultant DTMCs on the right for 
typical  executions of the two behaviors under consideration: {entry, S1, S2, S8, exit} : not 
a triangle and {entry, S1, S2, S3, S5, S7, S8, exit} : isosceles. 
In Figure 4.4, the behavior labels for each row are placed vertically on the left.  
The left-hand matrix for each behavior shows the profile data for one execution of the 
procedure.  In this simple example, the transition counts are “1,” as no looping or repeats 
occur.  The arrowheads in the column to the left of the profile matrix mark the states that 
occur in the path for the behavior.  The “0”s represent possible transitions in the CFG that 
were not exercised in the execution.  The blank cells represent the impossible transitions.  
Note that the state space for this discussion is the set of all nodes in the CFG.  The 
presence of transitions between nodes that occur without branching does not affect the 
results and makes the matrices more readable for this discussion.  The matrix on the right 
in each row is the DTMC calculated from the transition matrix on the left in the same 
row.  The DTMC rows are normalized as described in Section 4.2.  For this example, to 
save space and for readability, the small probability is 0.01 in lieu of the 0.0001 used in 




Figure 4.4. Profiles and calculated DTMCs for TriangleType. 
 
 
the entry in the DTMC is a probability of one, as for example {S8, exit}.  The presence of 
these singleton transitions in the model makes it more readable and has no effect  
whatever  on the  similarity measures, since they exist  identically in all DTMCs  derived 
from this model.  Furthermore, in the probability calculations detailed in the next section, 
which involve products of the individual probabilities, a probability of one has no 
multiplicative effect.   
The two DTMCs shown in Figure 4.4 are, for the purposes of this discussion, the 
component clusters of the classifier C built using TRAINCLASSIFIER with a stopping 
criterion of two, based on knowledge of the domain.  To illustrate how classifier C will 
classify another execution of TriangleType that also exhibits behavior “isosceles,” data is 
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collected from the execution.  In this simple example, then, the path for the new 
execution is:  
E = {entry, S1, S2, S3, S5, S7, S8, exit} : isosceles.   
 
The classification process follows a voting protocol.  Each of the constituent 
cluster models of C rates E with a probability score.  The model in C with the highest 
(relative) probability score for E provides the behavior label for E.  The probability score 
(PS) is defined as the probability that the selected DTMC produced the sequence of state-
transitions in the execution E.  To calculate the probability score PS that the DTMC-A in 
Figure 4.4 produced E, compute the product of the probabilities P , of the sequence of 
transitions in E = {entry, S1, S2, S3, S5, S7, S8, exit} using the values in the 
corresponding cells of DTMC-A: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )8|(7|85|73|52|31|2|1 SexitPSSPSSPSSPSSPSSPentrySPPS =  
.0025.000.1*00.1*50.0*50.0*01.0*00.1*00.1 ==PS  
 
Similarly, compute the product of the probabilities P of the sequence of transitions in E 
= {entry, S1, S2, S3, S5, S7, S8, exit} using the values in the corresponding cells of 
DTMC-B: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )8|(7|85|73|52|31|2|1 SexitPSSPSSPSSPSSPSSPentrySPPS =  
.9703.000.1*00.1*99.0*99.0*99.0*00.1*00.1 ==PS  
 
The score of 0.9703 calculated using DTMC-B is the higher of the two scores, so the 
classifier correctly labels E as “isosceles.” 
Note that probabilities calculated by multiplication can become very small.  To 
overcome this difficulty, a standard technique for calculating probabilities using Markov 
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models is to convert the probabilities to their negative natural logarithms and then sum 
them.  This transformation preserves the relative ordering of the results and thus, the 
integrity of the voting scheme. 
 
4.4.4 An example procedure with loops 
TriangleType serves well as an example to illustrate the basic techniques, but 
lacks any looping behavior.  Another example procedure that does involve looping is 
EvenOddCount, which counts the number of even integers and odd integers in a list 
delimited by the space character and terminated with end of file (eof).  For the purposes 
of this illustration, EvenOddCount is considered to have three external behaviors:  
(1) “Even” —the input contains more even integers than odd integers 
(2) “Odd” — the input contains more odd integers than even integers 
(3) “Same” — the input contains equal counts of even and odd integers 
Figure 4.5 shows the pseudo-code in C for EvenOddCount on the left and a CFG of the 
procedure on the right.  Note that there are only two predicate statements, S2 and S3, and 
that each is a binary decision with outcomes “true” and “false.”  For this example, there 
will be five executions of this procedure, which are listed in Table 4.1 with their inputs 
and their labels. 
Following the technique described in Chapter 3 and shown in Figure 3.1, the 
procedure EvenOddCount is instrumented to collect branch profile data for each of the 
five executions specified in Table 4.1.  The modeled data collected from these executions 
is shown in Figure 4.6 along with additional results discussed below.  The top half of 
figure 4.6 shows  five columns each  representing  one of  the five executions E1, E2, E3,  
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Figure 4.5. Procedure EvenOddCount. 
 
 
E4, and E5.  Below the label of each execution is the specified input and the external 
behavior label.  For example, in the left column under the label “Execution E1” is the text 
“Input: 1 1 1 1 eof,” and then the text “Label: Odd.”  Below each label in the column are 
three matrices.  The top matrix shows the profile data collected from the execution.  Note 
that the matrix shows only the pertinent branch transitions with the two predicate 
statements S2 and S3 labeling the rows and the four possible outcomes of these binary 
predicates S3, S4, S5, and S7 labeling the columns.  As an example, execution E1 is 
shown in the first column, and the profile entry of “4” for the branch transition S2 to S3 
represents the number of times this branch was executed in processing the specified 
input.  Because there are four integers before the “eof” entry in the input set, this branch 
executed four times, and then finally the branch transition from S2 to S7 executed once, 
as represented by the “1” in the corresponding cell of the matrix.   The “4” for the branch 
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transition S3 to S4 represents then number of times this branch (i.e., the integer i is not 
even, so the false branch is exercised) was taken during the execution.  The second 
matrix in this column is the DTMC, created using the value 0.01 to replace zeroes, as 
described above in Section 4.4.3.  The third matrix, with label “Binary” on the left side of 
Figure 4.6, is the binary transformation of the DTMC in preparation for using the 
Hamming distance as the similarity measure for clustering these executions.  As 
described in Section 4.4.3, the threshold is 0.5 so that any entry in the DTMC that is less 
than 0.5 is changed to “0” and all other values are set to “1” in this binary-valued matrix. 
The agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm begins by taking the pairwise 
distances, in this case the Hamming distance, between the models of each execution.  As 
discussed in Chapter 4, this research found that the Hamming distance performed better 
than the absolute vector difference for the subjects studied.  Because there are five 
executions modeled there will be ten pairs of measurements to start: 
( ) ( ) .102
4*5
2
1* ==−nn  
These Hamming distances are shown in Table 4.2.  These distances are simply the 
number of cells in which two models differ.  Thus, E1 and E2 are identical in every cell, 
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Figure 4.6. Clustering example details.
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so the Hamming distance is zero.  Likewise, E1 and E5 differ only in cell S3S5, so the 
Hamming distance is one.  The Hamming distance is zero between E1 and E2, so these 
two models are merged according to the method detailed in BUILDMODEL, on page 51, 
and the resultant merged profile data is shown in Figure 4.6 at the bottom left, in a 
column labeled “Execution E1-E2.”  Likewise, the other zero-distance pair of E3 and E4 
is merged and shown in the center bottom of Figure 4.6.  In this example, the clustering 
stopping criterion is three, so there are now three clusters: E1-E2 (“odd”), E3-E4 
(“even”), and E5 (“same”).  In the empirical studies presented in Chapter 7, this research 
uses the heuristic described in Section 3.3 to detect automatically the stopping criterion 
based on clustering statistics.  However, as this example is meant to illustrate the 
machinery of agglomeration and classification, a stopping criterion of three is used and is 
based in this case on domain knowledge that may in general not be available to the 
practitioner. 
 To illustrate the classification of executions of the procedure EvenOddCount, the 
three   models  are  asked  to  classify  the  five  subject  executions  shown  in Table 4.1.   
Because  these  five models are the  training set, they serve  to  illustrate the classification 
process transparently.  This is done by calculating the probability that each cluster model  
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produced each of the five executions.  This calculation is the product of terms where each 
term is one of the cluster model’s probabilities raised to the power of the corresponding 
transition profile from the execution model being classified.  So, referring to the DTMC  
of Execution E1-E2 in Figure 4.6, the probability that this DTMC produced the 
Execution E1 is the product: 
.0491.012.0*88.0*20.0*80.0 0414 =  
 
Similarly, each of the three models yields a probability that it produced each of the five 
executions, and these probabilities are shown in Table 4.3.  In the table, the highlighted 
cells contain the highest relative probability in each column.  This table shows, as 
expected, that the voting correctly identified each of the five executions relative to its 
label as “even,” “odd,” or “same.” 
 
 The next chapter presents the data features that this research investigates with the 
techniques that have been presented in this chapter. 
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The research presented in this dissertation focuses on three control-flow features 
and one value-flow feature of execution data that can be modeled as stochastic processes 
and used as the data elements for the construction of automated behavior classifiers.  
These features are branch profiles, branch-to-branch profiles, method-to-method profiles, 
and a novel feature called databin profiles.  In addition to studying each of these features 
in isolation, the research explores how two features might be combined into an ensemble 
feature.  This chapter details each of these features and one ensemble feature. 
 
5.1 Control-flow features 
The three control-flow features detailed below count the frequency with which 
program control moves from one statement to another during the program’s execution.  
The research approach is to identify the program statements that will compose the 
feature’s state space and that will form the prototype for the state-transition matrix and 
DTMC that will model the feature.  Once these statements and the possible control-flow 
transitions among them are identified, instrumentation can be inserted into the program to 
count these transitions.  The resulting counts are referred to as profiles. 
 
5.1.1 Branch profiles 
Branch profiles are defined and discussed at length in the examples and figures in 
Chapters 3 and 4.  Branch profiles were previously studied in the development of 
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Software Tomography [18].  Additionally, Harrold and colleagues have shown that 
branch-count spectra are comparable to path count spectra for exposing fault-revealing 
behavior for the subjects studied, while being much less expensive to collect [51].  To 
accommodate both CFGs and ICFGs, the set of branches studied includes each edge from 
a predicate to a sink node as well as pseudo branches that denote the entry into each 
method.  Thus, every method in a program has an “entry branch.”  These pseudo-
branches play a bookkeeping role only and have the benefit of denoting when a method is 
called, even when it contains no branches itself.   
 
5.1.2 Branch-to-branch profiles 
Branch-to-branch profiles represent subpaths11 in CFGs as well as among 
methods in the ICFG.  The state space for this stochastic process contains the branches 
themselves, each of which are subpaths of length one in CFGs.  A transition between two 
branches represents a path of at least length two in a CFG.  For example, in Figure 4.5, 
the branch-to-branch transition between the branch with subpath (S2, S3) and the branch 
with subpath (S3, S5) is the subpath (S2, S3, S5) of length two.  However, the branch-to-
branch transition between the branch with subpath (S3, S5) and the branch with subpath 
(S2, S3), which occurs during an iteration of the while loop, traverses edges (S5, S6) and 
edge (S6, S2) as intermediary subpaths.  Thus, the subpath for this branch-to-branch 
transition is (S3, S5, S6, S2, S3) with length four.   
The rationale for studying branch-to-branch profiles begins with the notion that a 
path12 in the CFG from Entry to Exit captures the control-flow of a program execution 
                                                 
11 See Definition 2.4. 
12 See Definition 2.3. 
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completely for a specified input.  That is, for the programs studied, every time the 
program executes with the same inputs, the identical path executes.  In a CFG that is a 
directed acyclic graph (i.e. with no cycles) and n “true” or “false” predicate statements, 
the number of potential paths is  n2 .  The introduction of cycles into the CFG by the use 
of looping constructs can increase this bound substantially if each repetition of a cycle is 
included in the execution path.  Because there is a potential for an infinite number of 
paths, their use for modeling execution behaviors is intractable.  However, branch-to-
branch transitions represent an incremental step in path length toward paths and away 
from the subpaths of length one that describe branches.  Furthermore, the state space size 
for branch-to-branch transitions is equal to the number of branches. 
 
5.1.3 Method-to-method profiles 
Method-to-method, or method caller/callee, profiles have been explored by other 
researchers (e.g., Dickinson and Podgurski [32])  as part of a mix of features.  A 
transition from method M1 to method M2 occurs when M1 calls M2.  If M1 contains 
more than one call to M2, each call is considered an instance of this single transition from 
M1 to M2.  The profile of this transition is the number of times during an execution that 
control passes directly from M1 to M2.  Note that if control also passes in the opposite 
direction when M2 calls M1, this is a separate transition.  The flow of control between 
methods has long been recognized as an important aspect of program analysis, 
represented by call graphs [15].   
Definition 5.1: A call graph (CG) G = (V, E) is a directed graph of a 
program.  Each node in the set of nodes, V, represents a procedure, 
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method, or function.  Each edge in the set of directed edges, E, represents 
the potential flow of control between two procedures, methods, or 
functions.  Thus, a directed edge between two nodes, u and v, is u → v and 
represents the potential flow of control from u to v. 
  
In contrast with branches, the number of possible method-to-method transitions is 
generally between 2*n and n*n, where n is the number of methods, because in the limit 
every method might call every other method.  The rationale for studying method-to-
method profiles is that they represent a higher level of transition in the flow of control of 
a program than do branches.  In object-oriented programming languages, the emphasis is 
on methods, with some of the branching accomplished with dynamic dispatch.  While 
object-oriented programs are not studied explicitly in this research, this emphasis on 
methods inspired the investigation of method-to-method transitions for the programs 
studied herein. 
 
5.2 Value-flow feature 
Despite the relationship between control-flow and both data-flow and value-flow 
described in Section 2.2.2, there may exist internal program behaviors that control-flow 
analysis cannot differentiate, but that data-based analysis may differentiate.  For example, 
consider two versions of a program that exhibit identical control-flow for all or most of 
their inputs, but produce conflicting outputs.  A simple illustration is a straight-line 
program P, with no conditional statements, that calculates the square of a number x.  If 
one version of P calculates 2x  using “x * x,” and another version of P mistakenly uses “x 
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+ x,” both versions will exhibit identical control-flow behavior under all inputs.  
However, the two versions will produce the same output only when the input is either “0” 
or “2.”  In all other cases, the value-flow behaviors of the two versions of P differ.  This 
example suggests that data-based features may capture different aspects of behaviors than 
control-flow features.  This research investigates a novel definition of value-flows that 
can serve as a feature of program execution and models it as a stochastic process. 
 
5.2.1 Stochastic models of value-flows 
One goal of this research is to define and model such a feature and determine 
whether it usefully summarized internal program behaviors that were different from the 
control-flow behaviors summarized by the three features just presented.  This research 
follows the lead of Xie and Notkin, who show that value spectra13 can expose the root of 
a behavioral change in a program’s execution useful for regression test selection [100].   
Value-flows encapsulate properties of both a program’s inputs and its execution with 
those inputs. 
However, to model value-flows as a stochastic process requires more than value 
spectra.  A stochastic process captures state transitions and hence in this case would 
capture transitions among the values taken by a variable.  The challenge is to map values 
of variables during a program execution to a state space suitable for modeling by a 
stochastic process.  The resulting individual stochastic models then together form a 
stochastic model of the internal behavior of the whole program.  Figure 5.1 illustrates this 
larger model as a transition matrix with a diagonal composed of the individual transition  
 
                                                 
13 See Section 2.2.2. 
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Figure 5.1. Composite transition matrix formed from individual variable matrices. 
 
 
matrices for each variable.14  This model ignores transitions among variables as a 
technique to reduce the number of possible transitions and hence the required storage 
space of the model.   
There are three main concerns in modeling value-flows as state transitions of the 
values of variables.  First, most programs use a wide range of variables and types.  
Tracking the values of all these variables is at best expensive and at worst intractable.  
Second, a single variable’s range of values might differ between executions, making it 
difficult to specify the state space in a useful way—a state space that transcends 
individual executions.  For example, suppose during one execution of a program the 
integer variable var takes on values in [0, 1], and during another execution this variable 
var takes on values in [103, 105].  There is no obvious mapping between the two ranges 
of values, other than each has a minimum and a maximum.  The challenge is in 
identifying a state space that can represent both ranges meaningfully by normalizing the 
values of the variable var so that a single state space can apply to any execution.  Third, a 
single variable’s range of values within one execution might be so large as to make 
enumerating the state space potentially intractable.  For example, a loop variable that 
                                                 
14 See Section 5.2.2 for a description of the component models as databins. 
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iterates through all 8-bit integers would produce an unwieldy number of states if each 
integer were to be considered as a single state. 
To solve the first problem requires a reduction in the overall number of 
considered variables by finding those variables that might best exhibit stochastic 
properties.  After exploring the variable space of the subjects in this research, the 
following simplifying heuristic was developed to reduce the number of considered 
variables in the subject C-language programs:  
1. Consider each field of a structure or class as a single variable, 
regardless of any instantiations of the structure or class.  This is 
equivalent to considering each field as static in the parlance of object-
oriented programming. 
2. Consider all elements of an array as instances of a single variable if not 
considered by item 1 above.  
3. Ignore constants and variables acting as constants. 
4. Ignore variables local to any method. 
5. Ignore pointer variables. 
6. Ignore Booleans and variables that take only two values. 
7. Consider only the first character of any string variable. 
 
5.2.2 Databin transition models 
To solve the second and third problems, the research developed a representation 
that partitions the range of values for a variable into a fixed number of bins.  This 
technique is equal-width interval binning, an unsupervised discretization technique [38].  
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In equal-width interval binning, the width15 of the bins is defined as the ratio of the width 
of the value range to the number of required bins.  In addition, the research uses global 
binning, defined as using the same number of bins for every value range and which 
produces a mesh, as shown in Figure 5.1,  containing a region for each variable’s values 
[38]. These bins, named by this research as databins, are percentiles of the range for a 
given variable, where each percentile becomes a state in a transition matrix.  The novelty 
of this approach is to specify a fixed bin count, regardless of the value range, so that the 
individual bins are the states in the model of a stochastic process.  Fixing the number of 
databins effectively normalizes each variable’s state space across individual executions of 
the program, solving the second problem listed above.  Furthermore, specifying a fixed 
number of databins can limit the set of states for a variable, and this solves the third 
problem.  For example, consider a databin count of three.  In this case, the range of a 
variable’s values will be partitioned or binned into three percentile ranges: the lower third 
( 1DB ), the middle third ( 2DB ), and the upper third ( 3DB ).  If the range of an integer 
variable var during an execution is [0, . . . , 8], then 1DB represents [0, 1, 2]; 
2DB represents [3, 4, 5]; and 3DB represents [6, 7, 8].  By considering individual databins 
as equivalence classes for the values of var across executions, this binning into 
percentiles of the range provides the required normalization.  For instance, if the range of 
var during another execution were [0, . . . , 23], then the three databins would be 1DB : [0, 
. . . , 7],  2DB : [8, . . . , 15], and 3DB : [16, . . . , 23].   
For each execution of a program, the databin profiles are collected into a 
transition matrix and then converted to a DTMC as described in Chapter 4.  For example, 
                                                 
15 The width of a range is the maximum value minus the minimum value. 
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consider an execution of a program with variable var and a specification for three 
databins.  Var gets the following sequence of values during an execution:  
0, 1, 2, 6, 1, 4, 8, 8, 5, 5, 1.   
The range is [0, . . . , 8], and therefore the three databins are 1DB : [0, 1, 2], 2DB : [3, 4, 
5], and 3DB : [6, 7, 8].  The value sequence translates into a sequence of databins: 
1DB , 1DB , 1DB , 3DB , 1DB , 2DB , 3DB , 3DB , 2DB , 2DB , 1DB .   
This sequence of databins is a sequence of states.  The transition profiles for each state 
transition are obtained by traversing the sequence.  The resulting transition matrix is 
shown in Figure 5.2 on the left and the corresponding DTMC is shown on the right.  
 
5.3 Feature ensembles 
One initial goal of this research is to understand and model individual features of 
program executions.  A next step is to combine two features and study the properties of 
the combination.  Machine learning research has developed ensemble classifiers that 
combine two or more classifiers that each view a set of data from different but 
complementary perspectives [47].   If the ensemble is beneficial, then its classification 
rate is better than the classification rates of its component classifiers.  In this research, 
ensemble classifiers are composed from two different stochastic feature classifiers: 
branch-profile and databin-transition-profile.  The empirical studies presented in Chapter 
7 examine the performance of these ensembles and shows that these ensemble classifiers 
can outperform their component classifiers.  This finding of improved classification rates 
for ensembles suggests that control-flow and value-flow features of program executions 
may capture diverse statistical views of behaviors. 
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Hansen and Salamon show that the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
ensemble classifiers to outperform their component classifiers are that the components 
each have classification error rates less than 0.5 and that they have differing 
classifications of the same test data [47].  Ensemble classifiers fall into two general 
categories: those that manipulate the data directly during training, and those that bring 
together existing classifiers.  The first category includes bagging and boosting, which 
train iteratively on weighted data sets [21, 90].  The second category includes weighted 
voting algorithms [65].  The approach in this research is to use binary feature ensembles 
of classifiers: one classifier based on control-flow profiles and the other based on 
databin-transition profiles.  The classification process is a simple weighted voting scheme 
[65].  In this scheme, the two component classifiers report their respective labels, 
including “unknown,” and their confidence in these labels.  The votes compare the labels 
reported by the two classifiers.  If the two classifiers agree, the common label is used to 
label the execution.  If they disagree, the classifier with the higher confidence wins the 
vote and its label is used to label the execution. 
Ensembles provide an elegant mechanism to integrate the many features of data 
that can be collected from an executing program.  For example, an ensemble might 
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combine a classifier derived from features profiling the program’s interaction with the 
run-time environment and a classifier derived from one or more control-flow or data-flow 
features of the internal behavior of a program.  The empirical studies in Chapter 7 lend 
confirmation to this intuition that ensemble classifiers are a useful way to capture the 
diverse information contained in different simultaneous profiles of an executing program. 
The next chapter explores the use of the presented techniques in four categories of 
applications within software engineering. 
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This chapter explores four categories of use for the techniques developed in this 
research and illustrates each of them with an example application of the techniques.  
Then, in Chapter 7, the empirical studies that support these example applications are 
presented.  
6.1 Software testing 
The techniques developed in this research can be applied to the automation of 
certain software testing tasks.  This section describes one such task—automating the 
augmentation of test suites.  
This application illustrates how a developer Dev can combine the techniques 
developed in this research for classifying behaviors to reduce the cost of extending the 
scope of an existing test suite (i.e., of augmenting automatically the test suite.)  Other 
researchers have shown the potential for automatically augmenting test suites based on 
various behavioral characteristics (e.g., [49, 61, 74].) 
Dev designs and implements a version of a program P for release including a test 
suite for testing P and for testing future releases of P.  Test suite development is 
expensive and developers often release software that has been tested and accepted only 
for some core functionality [72, 81].  The goal of creating new test cases for a test suite is 
to test additional internal behaviors of the program.  The design of a test case involves 
first selecting test data that will induce a new internal behavior and then evaluating the 
output of executing P with the test data.  One measure of quality of the test suite is its rate 
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of growth as it incorporates new behaviors.  As a test suite grows to include test inputs 
for the known or specified behaviors of a program, then it should become increasingly 
difficult to create additional tests that contribute additional behaviors.  In this sense, Dev 
will find it difficult to add test cases for new behaviors to a high-quality test suite.  
However, in this scenario, Dev’s current test suite is lacking and Dev seeks an 
economical way to augment automatically the test suite.  Even if Dev has an automated 
test data generator for P, Dev will still incur the expense of explicitly evaluating the 
output of each new execution.   
This example application combines the technique for building classifiers 
presented in Chapter 3 with a use of active learning that dynamically refines the 
classifiers, as presented in Chapter 2.  Figure 6.1 is a dataflow16 diagram of this 
application.  This figure is an adaptation of Figure 3.1 that shows the two-stage technique 
for building a behavior classifier.  The detail of Stage 1 in Figure 3.2 shows how this 
example application will proceed.  First, in Process I, Dev instruments P to collect branch 
profiles, for instance.  Then, in Process II, Dev executes the instrumented program P̂  
with the tests in the current test suite.  In Process III, Dev can label each execution 
because the engineers have determined the correct output for each test.  The engineers’ 
knowledge of these outputs serves the role of a behavior oracle.  For example, if the 
engineers specify that the output for a test is Out and the actual output is Out, then the 
behavior label is “passing.”  Otherwise, the label is “failing.”  Thus, in Figure 6.1, Stage 
1 of the technique produces the data store of training instances from the initial test plan  
                                                 




Figure 6.1. Dataflow diagram of automated test-suite augmentation.
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shown as the output of Stage 1.  Next in Figure 6.1, Stage 2 of the technique produces a 
classifier C for the program as detailed in Figure 3.3.   
The right side of Figure 6.1 shows how this example application for Dev can be 
implemented using the classifier C and the active learning paradigm for refining the 
classifier.  Figure 6.1 shows this cycle of classifier refinement within the dashed ellipse 
flowing in the direction of the three arrows and labeled “Active Learning” that encircles 
the right hand two thirds of the dataflow diagram.  In this example, Dev does have a test 
input generator, represented by the shaded process circle in the top center of the dataflow 
diagram.  Dev will benefit from lower costs if the classifier C can decide automatically 
whether each new test input from this generator induces a new internal behavior of the 
program or does not.  The next step then is for the test input to flow to the process 
“Execute P̂ with Test Input.”  This process produces execution data including, in this 
case, the branch profiles and the output of the execution.  This execution data flows to the 
process “Classify Execution Data,” which uses C to decide whether the data represent a 
known execution behavior or whether they represent an unknown execution behavior.  If 
the behavior is recognized, that execution data is set aside into the data store labeled 
“Known Executions.”  Otherwise, the execution data is entered into the data store labeled 
“Unknown Executions.” 
If the execution resulting from the test input is known, the dataflow repeats by 
processing another test input if it is available.  If, however, the execution was unknown, 
then the execution data flows to the process “Classify Execution.”  In this process Dev 
incurs the expense of an engineer evaluating the execution and labeling it as “passing” or 
“failing.”  From this process two dataflows occur.  The first is that the execution data is 
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added to the existing test suite as a new exemplar, along with information for the oracle, 
thereby augmenting the test suite.  The second dataflow is that the execution data go to 
the data store of training instances.  At intervals, the classifier is trained on the expanded 
data store of training instances in the process labeled “Stage 2: Train Classifier,” and the 
cycle repeats.  By this refining process, C incorporates the new training instance and 
enriches its model to include the new behavior.  Then, if a similar execution were to 
appear later in the cycle as a result of another generated test input, C would deem it as a 
known behavior and set it aside into the data store for known executions, thereby 
avoiding the cost of hand classification.  The participation of classifier C in choosing data 
elements is an application of the active learning process.   
Sorting test inputs into known and unknown categories is a source of the cost 
savings for Dev.  Without this filtering mechanism, Dev would incur the cost of 
evaluating and labeling every execution produced by the test input generator.  The costs 
in this example solution are directly proportional to the number of executions that must 
be evaluated.  At the limit, active learning may require the evaluation of every new 
execution, thereby providing no savings over batch learning.  However, in the empirical 
evaluations of active learning with these classifiers presented in Chapter 7, the rate at 
which new executions exhibited unknown behaviors decreased as the number of new test 
cases increased.  As a second benefit of this application, Dev can use the rate at which the 
solution discovers unknown executions as a relative measure of quality describing the test 
suite.  That is, if Dev’s test input generation process produces fewer and fewer new 
executions over time, then Dev might conclude that the test suite was improving in 
quality.  Dev could use this rate of growth to learn a threshold at which to stop generating 
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new test inputs.  Note that there may be additional costs related to incorrect 
classifications. 
This example application extends to leveraging deployed software and the users 
of the deployed software in augmenting test suites automatically.  When developers 
release a beta version of software, they seek user feedback, especially the bugs 
discovered while the users exercise the new software.  By agreement with a sample of the 
customers who use P, Dev instruments their deployed copies of P to produce branch 
profiles, for example, and to upload them via the Internet to a central repository.  This 
repository is the data store that supplies the Process “Classify Execution Data” in Figure 
6.1.  Then, after classification, if the execution is labeled as “unknown,” the process 
“Classify Execution” is modified slightly.  In this modification, to produce a new test 
case from the execution data, Dev must contact the users and query them about the 
execution and its inputs.  In this way, Dev automates part of the reporting process with 
the selected customers generating test inputs.  These customers are only contacted when 
C labels their execution data as “unknown.”  If, after a period, the selected set of 
customers is no longer producing many new “unknown” executions, then Dev can 
terminate the data collection, or alternatively select another sample of customers to 
monitor.  Dev benefits from using this example solution to have customers produce test 
inputs for P rather than paying to generate test inputs in-house.  However, Dev has the 
associated costs of collecting the data and interpreting the results.  This technique was 




6.2 Failure detection in deployed software 
The techniques developed in this research can be applied to automating the 
detection of behaviors in deployed software.  This section describes one such task—
detecting new behaviors and especially failures from data collected about users’ 
executions after deployment.  This example application illustrates how a developer Dev 
can use the techniques developed in this research to train a classifier for detecting 
automatically new behaviors in deployed software. 
Dev designs and implements a version of a program P for release including a test 
suite for P and for future releases of P.  There may be test cases that fail, but Dev releases 
the software anyway, which is a common practice [72, 81].  Using the technique 
summarized in Figure 3.1, Dev trains a classifier using the test suite as the training set.  
As part of directing the future development process, Dev seeks to understand whether 
customers are using the software in a way similar to how the test suite exercises the 
software.  In particular, Dev wants to discover whether there are any new “unknown” 
behaviors of the program and whether they are “passing” or “failing.”  By agreement 
with selected customers, Dev instruments each deployed copy to produce the requisite 
data and transmit it to Dev.  Dev uses the classifier to classify this data and to detect the 
existence and frequencies of “known” and “unknown” behaviors.  Any “unknown” 
behavior becomes a candidate for an anomaly, a failure, or a new use of the program.  If 
the classifier had trained on any known “failing” test cases, then the classifier will also 
detect the frequency of “known” failures.  Dev can explore detected behaviors further by 
querying the customers who produce them. 
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6.3 Fault localization 
The techniques developed in this research can be applied to the automation of 
debugging tools.  This section describes an example application to assist fault 
localization.  The motivation for this example application is to reduce the developer time 
and testing time devoted to locating the faults in a program by parallelizing the searching 
process.  This parallelization is in contrast to the prevalent approach of sequentially 
locating faults. 
In this application, the developer Dev has a software product P and a test suite T 
for the current version of P.  The weekly build of P is run against T, and a number of tests 
fail; this subset of T is Tf.  Dev uses a software tool, such as Tarantula [54], to process 
data collected from failing executions of a program P.  The tool produces a ranking of 
statements based on how likely each statement is to contain the fault that caused the 
failure.  The program may contain more than one fault, and each of these faults may or 
may not contribute to any one failing execution.  The prevalent practice for fault 
localization is sequential—the engineers find and remove a fault, and then they re-test the 
program on Tf  to determine if it still fails and how often.  If the program still fails, they 
repeat the fault-removal process. 
This sequential fault-localization process may not be optimal in terms of costs.  
For example, consider two faults, Fa and Fb, in different parts of the program that are 
causing some number of failures.  If Dev’s goal is to find the faults as quickly as possible, 
then one optimization would be that Dev’s engineers could locate both faults at the same 
time, rather than one followed by the other.  One solution to this problem is to cluster 
automatically the set of failing executions Tf into three groups: failures due exclusively or 
primarily to Fa, failures due exclusively or primarily to Fb, and failures due to both Fa 
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and Fb.  Any one or two of these groups might be empty, depending on the effect of the 
specific faults.  Dev uses the statement-ranking tool on each cluster of failures and 
produces a ranked list of suspicious statements for each.  Then each of the resultant 
clusters of failing executions along with its statement ranking is given to one of Dev’s 
engineers with instructions to locate the fault.  The ideal optimization here is that there 
are two clusters of failing executions and that each cluster produces a ranking of 
statements that points to a different fault.  Once each fault is located and fixed, then the 
program is run again against T.  If the new version of P does not fail, the debugging 
process is complete.  If there are still failures, then either the faults were wrongly 
corrected, or there exist additional faults.  In either case, this process could repeat until all 
the faults were removed.   
When two or more faults can be located at the same time, then the process can be 
called parallelized fault localization.  The principal benefit of parallelization is in 
reducing the overall time to produce a fault-free version of the program compared to 
using the sequential process.  There are other cost considerations such as whether there 
are enough  engineers available.  For the purposes of this example and the empirical 
study supporting it in Chapter 7, the comparative measure of interest is the time to 
completion.  To do so requires some simplifying assumptions.  First, the cost of running 
P against T is constant for each occurrence.  Second, there are more software engineers 
than faults available at any given time to work on debugging P.  Without this second 
assumption, then in the event that there was only one engineer, the fault-localization 
process would occur sequentially regardless of the clustering process. 
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In the application of parallelized fault localization, the process depends on perfect 
knowledge to form the clusters.  These clusters can be formed automatically, using the 
techniques developed in this research.  Dickinson and colleagues show that clustering of 
executions can isolate failing executions [32, 79].  Podgurski and colleagues extend this 
work with an approach using multivariate visualization to aid the developer in 
determining whether the failing executions in a given cluster have related causes [79]. 
The authors find that failures can cluster because of a common cause, but provide no 
automated fault-localization strategy, relying instead on user interaction.  In contrast, this 
example application seeks to cluster failing executions to isolate automatically individual 
faults.  The empirical study in Chapter 7 supporting this application compares the costs of 
performing sequential versus parallelized fault localization on a set of subjects know to 
each have eight faults. 
 
6.4  Software self-awareness 
The software gimbal described in the Introduction is the overall motivating 
category of use for these techniques and inspired this research.  While a gimbal remains a 
goal, much foundational work remains to be done.   
The software gimbal scenario illustrates the potential uses of the techniques 
developed in this research and has been previously detailed as TripWire [19].  This 
scenario explores the possibility of real-time assessment of software behaviors and real-
time responses to those assessments.  The inspiration for this approach is the success of 
automatic speech recognition systems, which can assess the likelihood of a potentially 
unbounded set of utterances and select the most likely candidate in real-time, given an 
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underlying model of the conversational domain [82].   However, the analogy is strained at 
best, because voice recognition depends to a great degree on a large set of labeled 
phonemes from which utterances are constructed.  There is not a set of equivalent 
features for executing programs. 
In searching for a domain that might better yield useful tools, this research 
explored the idea of detecting motifs or patterns in features of execution data.  For 
example, a program has a defined set of methods or procedures.  During the execution of 
a program, the methods occur in sequence.  If each method is assigned a unique symbol 
from an alphabet, then the sequence of methods produced during an execution of a 
sequential program can be represented as a sequence of these symbols.  Similar datasets 
are used to encode protein sequences in computational biology, for instance.  Researchers 
seek to identify recurrent patterns or motifs in sequences of proteins.   
As a first step towards finding a way to detect behaviors in real-time, this research 
sought to investigate whether patterns or motifs in method call sequences might be 
useful.  Baldi and colleagues explore the use of motifs for finding meaningful patterns in 
sequences of Web-page requests [8].  Cook and Wolf search for patterns (although they 
do not use the word motif) in traces of events recorded during software development [28].  
The application of this technique might provide for the classification of external 
behaviors during an execution.  Such detection would be a first step toward the real-time 
realization of tripwire facility for a software gimbal. 
A case study of the use of motifs for detecting behaviors was conducted and the 
results are presented in the empirical studies in the next chapter. 
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7 EMPIRICAL STUDIES 
 
 
To validate my thesis and support the example applications presented in Chapter 
6, I developed an experimental infrastructure for experimenting with a set of subject 
programs using the developed techniques.   
This chapter first presents in Section 7.1 the experimental infrastructure that 
includes existing as well as custom software.  Then, in Section 7.2, the subject programs 
are presented.  The next two sections present two sets of empirical studies.  Section 7.3 
presents the set of empirical studies that validate my thesis that statistical summaries of 
data collected during a program’s execution can model and predict external behaviors of 
the program.  Section 7.4 presents the set of empirical studies that support the example 
applications illustrating the categories of use described in Chapter 6.  Finally, Section 7.5 
discusses the threats to the validity of the results. 
 
7.1 Infrastructure and subject programs 
The two sets of empirical studies have in common the experimental infrastructure 
and the set of subject programs. 
 
7.1.1 Infrastructure 
As described in the Introduction, an overarching theme of this research is to 
understand how a software gimbal might be constructed.  To that end, a prototype of the 
software gimbal was developed to support these studies.  The gimbal is primarily 
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developed in the C# language, which runs in the Microsoft “.NET” virtual machine 
environment.17  Nevertheless, the intended design is that the framework be independent 
of any particular subject program’s implementation language because the framework 
processes data, not programming languages.  This initial prototype of the gimbal is 
named Argo, and it is presented in detail in Appendix A. 
The infrastructure supporting this research includes additional components.  This 
research occurred as part of ongoing research within the Aristotle Research Group 
(ARG).18  The ARG supplies the principal additional software component—the Aristotle 
Analysis System (AAS).  AAS provides the static and dynamic analysis for C-language 
subjects.  In particular, it extracts the CFG and ICFG as well as provides directed 
instrumentation services for a subject program.  For historical reasons, AAS runs 
primarily on the Solaris operating system but produces test-based artifacts that can be 
used on any platform.  The balance of the infrastructure consists of supporting software 
and scripts necessary for experimentation.  For the empirical studies of databin profiles, 
the research also used the Daikon invariant detector.19   
 
7.2 Subject programs  
Table 7.1 lists the subject programs for these studies and shows averages for lines 
of code (LOC), number of methods, average cyclomatic complexity (CC) [67] per 
method, number of branches (except for GCC), number of versions used in these studies,  
                                                 
17 The dotNet homepage with current specifications is: http://www.microsoft.com/net/ . 
18 http://www.cc.gatech.edu/aristotle/ 
19 The Daikon home page and documentation can be found at: http://pag.csail.mit.edu/daikon/ . 
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Table 7.1. Table of subject programs. 
 
and number of test cases available.  For each test case, the external behavior labels 
“passing” and “failing” are specified.  The pedigree of these programs and their test case 
is described below. 
 
7.2.1 Program space 
The space program is an interpreter for an array definition language and was 
developed by the European Space Agency.  Each version of space used in this research 
contains a single fault discovered during the program's development.  The test suite for 
space was constructed from 10,000 test cases generated randomly by Vokolos and Frankl 
and then 3,585 test cases were created by researchers in ARG to guarantee that each 
executable edge in the program's CFG was exercised by at least 30 test cases [87, 95].  
 
7.2.2 Siemens programs 
The Siemens programs were developed by researchers at Siemens Lab: tcas 
models an aircraft collision avoidance algorithm; schedule is a scheduler; tot_info 
Subject LOC Methods  CC Branches Versions Test Cases 
Space 9564 136 5 1228 15 13585
print_tokens 726 18 8 133 10 4130
replace 564 21 6 150 6 5542
schedule 412 18 4 74 5 2650
tcas 173 9 2 23 4 1608
tot_info 281 7 8 75 4 1052
flex 15297 163 13 2538 2 567
grep 15633 144 17 3478 3 809
make 27879 237 18 3827 3 1043
sed 11148 104 16 2560 4 1293
GCC  159700 2996 40 Not calc. 1 806
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computes statistics; print_tokens is a lexical analyzer; and replace performs pattern 
matching and substitution  [52, 87].20  The Siemens researchers also created test suites for 
each subject that guarantee that every executable statement, CFG edge, and definition-use 
pair was executed at least 30 times.  Additionally, the researchers manufactured the 
single-fault versions of each program used in this research by altering between one and 
five lines of code to model real faults known to occur during development. 
 
7.2.3 Programs flex, grep, make, and sed 
The four programs flex, grep, make, and sed are from the public domain and were 
prepared as subjects by Do and colleagues [33].  The program flex is a lexical analyzer, 
grep filters inputs using regular expressions, make is a file-processing utility, and sed 
transforms data streams.  Do and colleagues maintain these and additional subjects as 
well as those listed above in their Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) for 
Experimentation repository.21  For these four subjects, SIR provides test suites and 
artificially-created faults that can be inserted into the programs.  SIR also provides 
software for generating fault-matrices for a given faulty version that compares the text 
outputs of the faulty version against the version without a fault. 
 
7.2.4 Program GCC C compiler 
The GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) C compiler version 3.1 is available under 
the GNU General Public License [44].  For the case of the GCC C compiler, this research 
                                                 
20 There exists also a second version each of print_tokens and schedule that were not used in this research. 
These versions are very similar to the originals and thus they were deemed as not new programs. 
21 http://sir.unl.edu/content/sir.html  
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used the regression test suite that ships with version 3.2 to execute version 3.1 to create 
some failing executions of version 3.1.   
7.3 Studies validating the thesis 
The goal of this first set of empirical studies is to validate the thesis that statistical 
summaries of data collected during a program’s execution can model and predict external 
behaviors of the program.  As described in Chapter 5, this research focuses on the two 
external behaviors of executing programs labeled “passing” and “failing” and on four 
features of the internal behaviors of programs: branch, branch-to-branch, method-to-
method, and databin transition profiles.  Thus, demonstrating that the DTMC models 
built from these features can be processed to automatically predict the two external 
behaviors validates the thesis.  This section presents empirical studies that use the 
techniques developed to extract and build models of internal program behaviors and to 
test how well they can detect and predict the two external behaviors. 
These empirical studies of four features of a program’s execution demonstrate the 
usefulness of DTMCs as statistical summaries of a program’s execution by using them as 
the building blocks of automated behavior classifiers.  The classifiers train on a set of 
DTMCs derived from program executions for which the external behavior label is 
known.  To be considered successful, such a behavior classifier must correctly classify 
new data instances more than fifty per cent of the time [88].  This standard of usefulness 
means than the classifier performs better than random choice.  At first glance, this seems 
to be a low standard.  However, Schapire shows that it is theoretically possible in the 
limit to improve such a weak classifier until it perfectly classifies the training data [89, 
90].  When the underlying assumption for classifier training is that the training data and 
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the testing data arise from the same distribution, Schapire argues that improvements to a 
classifier’s ability to classify the training data should improve its ability to classify the 
testing data.   
In the following sections, the empirical setup is described and then the empirical 
method and measure are described.  There are four empirical studies presented next.  
Study 1 evaluates classifiers built from each of the three control-flow features described 
in Section 5.1 using batch learning.  Study 2 evaluates classifiers built from these three 
control-flow features under active learning.  Study 3 evaluates classifiers built from one 
value-flow feature, databin transitions (described in Section 5.2), under both batch and 
active learning.  Finally, Study 4 evaluates ensemble classifiers, presented in Section 5.3, 
built from one control-flow and one value-flow feature. 
 
7.3.1 Empirical setup 
These studies prepare and use the subjects according to the dataflow diagram in 
Figure 3.1.  To prepare the subject programs for the studies, each subject was 
instrumented to collect the data about the feature of interest, and then the instrumented 
subject was executed on its associated library of test inputs.  The execution-specific data 
produced in this way are the “training instances” that are stored in the data store in the 
center of Figure 3.1.   
 
7.3.2 Empirical method and measure 
The empirical method follows the dataflow diagram in Figure 3.3 that the Argo 
software implements.  First, the technique selects a training set of some specified size at 
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random from the database of training instances.  The remaining training instances in the 
database become the testing set.  Second, the technique builds the classifier using the 
selected training set.  Building the classifier also involves specifying the similarity 
function SIM.  Then the technique evaluates the classifier by measuring how well it 
classifies, or labels, the external behavior of each execution instance in the testing set.  
The classification proceeds by the voting scheme described in Chapter 4.  The qualitative 
measure used to evaluate the resultant classifications is the classification rate, a ratio of 
correct classifications to all classifications.22  As an example, suppose C scores 100 
executions and correctly classifies 80.  Then the classification rate = .8.010080 =   In 
summary, this base stage of the empirical method has five steps: 
 
(1) select a subject version, 
(2) select a data feature, 
(3) select a training set and a testing set, 
(4) build a classifier using the training set, and 
(5) evaluate the classifier on the testing set. 
 
A second stage of the empirical method explores classifier refinement using both 
batch learning and active learning.  This stage repeats this first stage while steadily 
increasing the size of the training set used to build the classifier.  Each such increase is a 
“training epoch.”  The classifier at each epoch is evaluated by measuring its classification 
rate.   
                                                 
22 In this research, a low proportion of failures is handled by increasing the proportion of failures in the 
training set.  Note that Podgurski and colleagues show that another approach is to average the proportions 
of correctly predicted failures and correctly predicted successes [79]. 
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7.3.3 Study 1: Evaluating control-flow feature classifiers using batch learning 
The goals of this study are to evaluate the predictive properties of the DTMC 
models when the classifiers are built using batch learning and also to track changes in the 
classification rate across batch-learning epochs as the number of training instances 
increased.  Following the protocol described in the previous section, ten training epochs 
were created for each of the subject versions.  The selection of ten epochs was based on 
experience with these subjects that showed that the rate of improvement in classification 
approached zero by epoch seven.  The initial epoch used 25 training instances chosen at 
random from the training set.  Then for each subsequent epoch, another 25 randomly 
chosen training instances were incorporated into the classifier.  These selections were 
made without replacement, so that there were no repeated data elements.  For each epoch, 
the classifier was built using the algorithm TRAINCLASSIFIER shown in Figure 4.3.  This 
meant first segregating the training instances for each epoch into two groups by their 
behavior labels: “passing” or “failing.”  Then a classifier was trained for each of the two 
behavior groups.  Finally, the two group classifiers were joined to be the subject’s 
classifier for that epoch.  Through experimentation, this research determined that the best 
similarity function of the four discussed in Section 4.4.1 was the Hamming distance 
between two DTMCs.  This function was used as SIM in the inputs to the algorithm 
TRAINCLASSIFIER.  To evaluate the classifier constructed at each epoch, it classified the 
testing set, and the measure recorded was the classification rate as defined above.  For 
each version of each subject described in Table 7.1, this experiment was performed at 
least ten times for each of the three control-flow features.  The one exception was GCC 
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for which it was only able to model method-to-method transitions because of the large 
size of the program and the limits of the experimental infrastructure.  
The results are displayed in Table 7.2, which tabulates the parametric statistics 
about the mean classification rates.  For example, the top row of Table 7.2 shows the 
results for subject space.  Reading across the row, there is a column labeled “Epoch” and 
a column labeled “n,” followed by three groupings of columns showing the results from 
using the three features: branch, branch-to-branch, and method-to-method.  In the 
“Epoch” column, there is a row label for each of the ten epochs, labeled R1 through R10.  
In the column “n” there is an entry for each row showing the number of experimental 
runs used in the calculations.  Within each grouping for an individual control-flow 
feature, there are four columns: “Mean,” “SD,” “SE,” and “99% CI of Mean.”  The 
“Mean” column shows the mean classification rate for the classifier created at that epoch 
row from the feature.  For example, at epoch “R1” for space using the branch feature, the 
mean classification rate for 150 runs was 0.541.  The “SD” column displays the standard 





















where the variable x represents the members of the observed sample.  The “SE” column 
shows the standard error or uncertainty, equal to the standard deviation of the mean.  The  
standard error decreases with the square of the number of measurements:  
n
SDSE = . 
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Table 7.2. Results from Empirical Study 1. 
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The “99% CI of Mean” column shows the ninety-nine percent confidence interval 
for the mean—99% of the sample occurs within this range. 
For the branch profile feature, two of the ten subjects— make and schedule—do 
not produce classifiers trained with batch learning that are able to perform above random 
choice.  The remaining eight subjects generally perform at a classification rate of 0.6 or 
higher.  However, for the branch-to-branch feature, make, sed, and tcas perform below 
0.5, while schedule performs at about 0.6.  For the method-to-method feature, schedule, 
make, and tcas perform at or below 0.5.  Across all subjects and all three features, the 
classifiers trained with batch learning generally do not improve with the larger training 
sets associated with each advancing epoch.  This research sought to find a technique to 
refine the classifiers at each epoch so that their classification rate might improve.  The 
technique chosen is active learning, as described in Section 2.3.1.  The next study 
explores the application of active learning to the same subjects and the same features 
examined in this study. 
 
7.3.4 Study 2: Evaluating control-flow feature classifiers using active learning 
One goal of the second study was to evaluate the predictive properties of the 
DTMC models when active learning was used to build the classifiers.  Additional related 
goals were to track changes in the classification rate across active-learning epochs as the 
number of training instances increased and to compare the results of active learning with 
those of batch learning in Study 1.  As in Study 1, for each of the subject versions, ten 
training epochs were generated for each of the subject versions.  The initial epoch used a 
training set size of 25 and each new epoch increased this size by an additional 25 training 
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instances.  To aid in comparing results with Study 1, the initial training set from the first 
epoch (training set size of 25) in Study 1 was used in this study for the classifier at its 
first epoch.   
The active-learning paradigm introduces another decision into the classification 
process.  In active learning, the classifier must be able to recognize whether a new data 
item is known or unknown, as described in the example scenarios for test-suite 
augmentation in Section 6.2.  In other words, the classifier must also determine a level of 
confidence in its decision to label an execution “passing” or “failing.”  For example, if 
the DTMC of a new execution’s data is very dissimilar from all of the DTMC training 
instances incorporated into the classifier, the classifier should report that this new 
execution is “unknown” because the probabilities that it is either “passing” or “failing” 
are very low relative to some threshold.  It is this decision to label a data element as 
“unknown” that feeds the active learning process, for these “unknown” elements are then 
chosen for inclusion into the training set for the classifier, after first being labeled by 
hand as “passing” or “failing.”  Thus, any data elements that the classifier labels 
“passing” or “failing” are considered as “known,”  and the active learning paradigm sets 
these aside as not providing new information for training purposes. 
The establishment of this threshold value is a heuristic process.  This research 
arrived at the following heuristic for the subject programs in this study: 
  The first step at each training epoch is to train the classifier on the 
selected training set.  Then, to establish the threshold, the classifier 
classifies its own training set.  The threshold used in these studies is the 
mean value of the probability scores that the classifier produces when 
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labeling the training set.  The classifier will label any test data element as 




With active learning, at each epoch the choice of additional training instances 
from the training set was made by using the current classifier to classify randomly chosen 
instances from the training set until the classifier found the requisite number, in this case 
25, of additional executions with “unknown” behaviors.  (For this experiment, the stored 
fault matrix for the subject provided the correct behavior label for each of these 
“unknown” executions.)  The classifier then incorporated these new instances into its 
training set for the next epoch.  This process is known as classifier refinement.  If the 
classifier finds no additional “unknown” training instances in the training set, the 
classifier is characterized as stable for this data set and does not undergo further 
refinement in the subsequent epochs of this experimental run. 
Figure 7.1 summarizes as graphs the results for all subjects and all classifiers 
evaluated for both active learning and batch learning.  In this figure (printed on four 
pages), each row has three graphs for each subject, with the exception of GCC.  Reading 
left to right for each subject, the graphs depict comparatively the results of both Study 1 
and Study 2 for the three features: branch, branch-to-branch, and method-to-method.  
Within each graph, the batch-learning results of Study 1 are shown with solid triangles 



















Figure 7.1 (Continued). 
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Similarly, the active-learning results of this Study 2 are shown with the solid squares and 
solid lines.   
As an example, the top row of graphs in Figure 7.1 is for the subject space and the 
left-most graph in the row for space shows the results of both studies for classifiers built 
from DTMCs of branch profiles.  Within this graph, the vertical axis shows the mean 
classification rate as between 0.00 and 1.00, and the horizontal axis shows the ten 
training epochs by ordinal number from 1 through 10.  In the example graph for space, 
the plot of mean classification rates for batch learning uses the data shown in Table 7.2 
and shows graphically that this rate remains approximately 0.6 for all epochs.  In 
contrast, in this same graph, the plot of the mean classification rates for active learning 
steadily improves between epoch 1 and epoch 10 to a mean value of approximately 0.9. 
These results for active learning show that in general, for each of these subjects, 
there is a significant improvement in the rate of classification between epoch 2 and epoch 
10 relative to batch learning for at least one of the features studied for that subject.  There 
exists variance between subjects and, within subjects, between features, in the predictive 
power of these classifiers, as measured by their classification rates.  For example, the 
branch and branch-to-branch features for space produce equivalent classifiers at epoch 10 
with classification rates of approximately 0.9, while method-to-method yields a 
classification rate of 0.8 at epoch 10.  As another example, the method-to-method feature 
produces the best result at 0.98 for subject print_tokens.   
 There are a few abnormal results as well.  The active-learning performances of 
replace under method-to-method, schedule under branch-to-branch, and tot_info under 
method-to-method are three such cases.  In each, the classification rate under active 
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learning deteriorates for several epochs before increasing.  An explanation is that this 
may reveal a property of the available test cases.  The tot_info results show no 
appreciable difference between batch learning and active learning.  The likely reason is 
that tot_info has only seven methods compared to 75 branches (see Table 7.1.) 
For the ten subjects studied with all three features, the results are split evenly as to 
whether branch profiles or method-to-method profiles are superior under active-learning.  
For a developer, this choice can be made based on empirical studies and cost.  The 
respective costs for the two features are dependent on the subject program.  While the 
number of methods and, hence, the number of states in the DTMC will be generally less 
than the number of predicates in all but the simplest programs, the number of transitions 
between methods may be greater than the number of branches.  In the case of subject 
GCC, the number of methods is 2,996 and this pushed the limits of the Argo 
infrastructure.  To minimize the space requirements for the DTMCs requires the use of 
sparse matrices and therefore, the number of possible transitions in a DTMC directly 
affects the storage costs for a DTMC.  For example, space has 136 methods and 1,040 
method-to-method transitions compared to 1,226 branches.  The models for space are of 
the same magnitude.  In contrast, grep has 144 methods and 646 method-to-method 
transitions compared to 3,478 branches.  The models for grep differ by an order of 
magnitude.  For grep, a developer would choose the method-to-method profile because 
its models are smaller than for branch profiles and because, under active learning, these 
models produce a better classifier than the branch-profile models, as shown in Figure 6.4.  
A second cost consideration is that of data collection.  Both branch profiles and method-
to-method profiles can be collected by instrumentation of the program.  Method-to-
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method profiles can also be collected by monitoring the program’s stack.  A developer 
faced with these decisions would likely perform comparative empirical studies to 
examine these costs and the predictive power of the three features for a software product 
for which behavior detection was important. 
 
7.3.5 Study 3: Evaluating value-flow classifiers with batch and active learning 
A goal of this study was to evaluate the performance of databin-transition-based 
classifiers under both batch and active learning.  Thus, this study is similar to Study 2 
above, except that it focuses on this one feature of databins, detailed in Section 5.2.2.  
The initial subjects for these studies were the ten C programs (excluding GCC) shown in 
table 7.1.  However, tcas and tot_info are both very simple programs that depend almost 
entirely on a “main” method and they did not yield any variable suitable for databins.  
Also, grep, make, and GCC were too large for the databin extraction infrastructure 
described below and hence were not studied.  
Through trial and error, this research determined that a bin count of 5 provided a 
better rate of classification than bin counts greater or less than 5, such as 3 or 7.  Bin 
counts above 7 became impractical for storage reasons with the larger subject programs.  
A bin count of 3 was ineffective and a bin count of 7 generally showed a zero to twenty 
percent degradation in the rate of classification over a bin count of 5.  Thus, for each 
modeled variable in a program, a transition array of size 5x5 was used.  A future research 
goal is to examine bin counts that are dynamically estimated for each variable as a way to 
find the optimal number of bins.   
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For this experiment, the instrumentation of the subjects was done using the 
Daikon invariant detector, described in Chapter 6.  Daikon’s front end for C, Kvasir, 
instruments and executes C programs using the DWARF-2 debugging format.23  Kvasir 
produces trace files of the values assigned to variables.  The collected data was then post-
processed for use in the Argo infrastructure.  This post-processing reduced the number of 
variables as described in Section 5.2.2 and then calculated the state-transition profiles 
between pairs of the five databins for each variable.  The study proceeded using the same 
protocols as described in Study 2, with ten training epochs each incrementing the training 
set for the classifier by 25 instances.  
Figure 7.2 summarizes as graphs the results for all subjects and their databin-
transition classifiers evaluated for both batch learning and active learning.  In this figure, 
there is one graph for each of the six studied subjects.  Each graph is structured similarly 
to those in Figure 7.1 for Study 2.  Only flex fails to meet the minimum of a classification 
rate of 0.5 for either batch or active learning, although the classifier at epoch 1 does 
perform slightly better than 0.5.   
The active-learning classifiers for space, replace, and print_tokens compare favorably 
with the active-learning classifiers for branch profiles in Study 2.  While this study 
demonstrates that a value-flow feature such as databin transitions can be used to build 
effective classifiers, another study is required to compare these results with those using 
control-flow features.  Databins as implemented here are more expensive to collect 
because of the overhead of Daikon and the necessary post-processing.  The next study 
compares the effectiveness of databin transitions with branch profiles and seeks to learn 
if they can be combined to advantage.  




Figure 7.2.  Comparison of batch and active learning for databin classifiers. 
 
 
7.3.6 Study 4: Evaluating ensemble classifiers 
The goal of this study was to evaluate whether the classification rates of ensemble 
classifiers composed of a control-flow classifier (branch profiles) and a databin-transition 
classifier were significantly different from the classification rates of the two component 
classifiers. 
For this experiment, both the branch-profile and databin transition profile 
classifiers were trained again using active learning.  The protocol, however, remained the 
same as in Studies 2 and 3, with 10 training epochs and increments of 25 training 
instances per epoch.  The ensemble classifier, as described in Section 5.3, classifies using 
a simple weighted voting scheme [65]. The two component classifiers report their 
respective classification labels, including “unknown,” and their confidence in these 
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labels.  The voting scheme consists of comparing the labels reported by the two 
classifiers.  If the two classifiers agree, the common label is used to label the execution.  
If they disagree, the classifier with the higher confidence wins the vote and its label is 
used to label the execution. 
The classification results are shown in Figure 7.3 as six graphs each 
corresponding to one of the six subject programs.  The dotted lines in each graph plot the 
databin-transition classifier while the dashed lines represent the branch profile classifiers.  
The ensemble classifier is plotted as a solid line.  These graphs show that in all cases, 
except for subject flex, both component classifiers begin at a classification rate above 0.5.  
This corresponds to an error rate below 0.5, which is one of the necessary and sufficient 
properties for successful ensembles (see Section 5.3.)    Note that the graphs show that in  
 
 
Figure 7.3. Ensembles (solid) of branch-profile (dashed) and databin-transition-
profile (dotted) classifiers. 
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all cases, branch profiles do better than databin profiles.  The graphs also show that the 
ensemble classifier is as good as or better than the branch profile classifier.  To determine 
the statistical significance of these results, a two-sample t-procedure was performed on 
the means of the epoch 10 classifiers [29].  The branch-profile classifiers (BPC) were 
compared to the ensemble classifiers (EC) and the databin profile classifiers (DtPC) were 
compared with the ECs at epoch 10.  The comparisons were done by  testing  
hypotheses on the means of the distributions, using a two-sample t-procedure with 
.05.0=α 24  In both cases, the null hypothesis was that the means are equal:  
H0 : μEC = μBPC and H0 : μEC = μDtPC; 
the one-sided alternative hypotheses were:  
Ha : μEC > μBPC and Ha : μEC > μDtPC.  
Table 7.3 presents the results. For each subject listed in the left-hand column, the 
columns show the sample size of epoch 10 classifiers (n); the sample mean and variance 
( x  and xσ ) for EC, BPC, and DtPC; the degrees of freedom (df) and corresponding 
critical t-value (t-crit); and the test statistic (t-stat), P-value, and hypothesis truth for each 
of the two null hypotheses.  The last column reports whether EC’s classification rate was 
a statistically significant improvement over the rates of both BPC and DtPC.  For each 
subject except space and print_tokens, there is a strong rejection of both null hypotheses 
since the P-values are less than α .  Therefore, the alternative hypotheses that the mean 
of the EC distribution is greater than the mean of either of the component (BPC or DtPC) 
distributions is supported.  For these subjects, then, there is a statistically significant 
advantage to using ensemble classifiers to improve the rate of classification.    For space,  
                                                 
24 A two-sample t-procedure compares the means of two normal distributions when the variations are 
unknown.  α is the level of significance. 
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there is no statistical significance to using EC instead of BPC or DtPC.  For print_tokens, 
there is no statistical significance to using EC instead of BPC, but there is a statistical 
significance to using EC instead of DtPC.  It follows for the other subjects that the 
improvement in the EC over the two component classifiers represents the difference of 
their respective classifications.   
 
7.4 Studies supporting example applications 
The goal of this second set of empirical studies is to support the example 
applications presented in Chapter 6.  In Section 7.4.1 there is an explanation of how the 
empirical studies in Section 7.3 support the two applications of automated behavior 
detection.  Section 7.4.2 presents a case study to support the potential of parallelized 





7.4.1 Automation of behavior detection 
The example applications of the two categories of use presented in Sections 6.1, 
“Software Testing,” and Section 6.2, “Failure Detection in Deployed Software,” are both 
supported by the four empirical studies presented above in Section 7.2 
The core process in the application for automating test-suite augmentation relies 
on the effectiveness of active learning to automatically filter new executions of a program 
on the basis of behavior recognition.  The studies in this chapter of the three control-flow 
classifiers, one value-flow classifier, and one ensemble classifier support the argument 
that active learning can refine a classifier so that its rate of classification is better than 
that for a batch learner trained from the same data.  Thus, the conclusion is that for these 
subjects, this application is a good example of the potential usefulness of the techniques 
developed in this research. 
The ability of the classifiers in the first set of studies to discern correctly 
“passing” from “failing” behaviors supports the application of these techniques to 
automatically detect new behaviors as well as “failing” behaviors from data collected in 
the field without knowledge of the inputs or outputs of the program being monitored.  
The machinery for active learning provides the detection capability for detecting 
“unknown” behaviors.  The threshold for this detection, described in Section 3.3.3, is a 
tunable heuristic, so in this application, the developer could adjust the threshold, if 
needed, to fit a particular deployment paradigm.  
An additional case study was performed to examine the classification process 
from a different perspective.  In this study, six versions of space have known test suites in 
the ARG repository with an unusual property: the test suites are just large enough to 
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provide coverage of every executable branch yet they do not induce any failures.  The 
goal of the case study was to determine whether a classifier trained on one of these 
branch-covering test suites would recognize or not recognize the known failing test cases. 
The results are presented in Table 7.4.  The three columns in Table 7.4 show the 
version of space, the number of failing test cases out of 13,585 test cases for each 
version, and finally the percent of these failing test cases that were deemed “unknown.”  
As an example, version “v12” has 18 failing test cases available.  When a classifier for 
this version was built from branch profiles using the branch coverage test suites, the 
classifier rated 52% of the eighteen failing executions as “unknown.”  The classifier was 
able to detect new behaviors in the set of failing tests.  The failing test cases not labeled 
as “unknown” were therefore classified as “passing.”  Three of the six versions in Table 
7.4 have recognition rates at or above 60%, including “v28” with  6704 failures.  Version 
“v12” shows a rate above 50%.  These classifiers were built using batch learning and in 
general, space showed a classification rate of 60% for batch learning regardless of 
training set size as shown in Table 7.2.  The results of this study are consistent with the 
studies of space presented in Section 7.3.  These results also suggest that the DTMCs 
built from branch profiles for these versions of space include information beyond simple 
branch  coverage.    The implication  of  this  result for testing is  that  a  branch-coverage  
 
Table 7.4.  Recognition rates of failing test cases. 
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adequate test suite, such as those used in this study, may not detect all failing executions 
of a program that are related to the branching behavior of a program. 
 
7.4.2 Parallelized fault localization 
The goal of this empirical study was to explore the application of the techniques 
developed in this research to parallelized fault detection, as described in Section 6.3.   
The subject for this study is space and, for this study, 71 new 8-fault versions of 
space were created as examples of a program containing multiple faults.  Each of the 
eight faults in each version was selected from the ARG repository of single faults at 
random.  Then, each version was instrumented first for statement coverage, which is the 
input data for Tarantula, and secondly for branch profiles, which is the input data for 
Argo.  As described in Section 6.3, Tarantula is one of several systems that provide 
assistance in fault-localization by providing a ranked list of program statements.  These 
lists rank statements by how likely they are to be associated with a fault.  
The ARG repository contains 1,000 test suites for space that have been 
constructed to provide branch coverage.  That means that every executable branch is 
executed at least once in every test suite.  For the purposes of this study, each of these test 
suites was considered to be a reasonable surrogate for a real-world development effort 
that produced test suites that required branch coverage.   
The basic empirical approach for each 8-fault version was to simulate the 
debugging environment for a developer by locating as many of the faults as possible 
using each of the two protocols under study: sequential and parallel fault-localization.  
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The measures chosen were cost, iterations, and number of faults.  These measures are 
defined below. 
7.4.2.1 Cost 
The cost for locating a fault is expressed as the relative depth in the list of ranked 
statements that Tarantula produces.  If no tests fail, Tarantula cannot produce suspicious 
statements.  The full number of ranked statements is by definition the number of 
executable statements in the program.  For space, this is approximately 3,660.  For 
example, if the first fault is found within the top 100 suspicious statements, then the cost 
is this reported percentage, which is  (100 / 3660) * 100 = 2.73%.  This percentage of 
source code that is examined is a simple proxy for the cost of the engineering effort 
expended in locating the fault.  
7.4.2.2 Iterations and number of faults 
The iterations measured are the number of times that the program is compiled and 
tested to locate faults.  For the sequential protocol, if all eight faults are found, then there 
will be eight iterations.  It is possible that one or two faults will not be exposed because 
the test suite does not contain any inputs that exercise the fault.  In this case, for the 
sequential protocol, the number of faults that are exercised will be equal to the number of 
iterations to find them all. 
Each 8-fault version was studied independently of the others.  For each 8-fault 
version 8-F, one test suite was chosen at random and was kept throughout the fault-
localization process for that 8-fault version until every fault that was exercised by the test 
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suite was located.25  The entire fault-localization process was conducted for 8-F once for 
the sequential protocol and once for the parallel protocol.   
In the sequential protocol, 8-F was run against the selected test suite T.  Tarantula 
produced a ranked list of statements and from it, Tarantula calculated a cost to find the 
first fault and also identified this fault.  Then the fault was removed from the code and 
space was recompiled and re-tested against T.  This process repeated sequentially until 
the test suite no longer induced any failures.  The total cost for this sequential process to 
locate all the locatable faults is the sum of the costs from each iteration. 
The results from the sequential study are shown in Table 7.5.  The left-most 
column lists the 8-fault versions.  For historical reasons, the individual faults are known 
as “v”n, where n is a fault number and thus, fault number 10 is known as v10.  The 
subject names are composed of the names of the 8 faults in numerical order separated by 
an underscore. The center group of four columns is labeled “sequential.”  Within this 
group are the columns for cost, iterations, number of faults, and cost per fault.  For 
example, the first subject is v10_v12_v17_v18_v20_v21_v27_v30 and it had a total cost 
of 30.35 in 8 iterations to find 8 faults.  The cost per fault is then 30.35 / 8 = 3.79.  The 
cost per fault translated to lines of code is (3.79 / 100) * 3200 = 121 lines of code 
examined per fault located.  The averages for all measures are shown in the last row. 
In the parallel protocol, 8-F was run against the selected test suite T.  This time, 
data was collected for Argo from branch profiles as well as for Tarantula from statement 
execution.  Argo then modeled all of the failing executions as DTMCs based on branch 
profiles.  The goal was that automated clustering would yield clusters that focused the 
faults so that the failing executions within each cluster would be primarily associated 
                                                 
25 Future research with these subjects will include a larger sample of the test suites. 
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Table 7.5.  Sequential vs. parallel costs for locating faults in 8-fault versions of space. 
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with a specific fault.  Argo was used to cluster the faults using the TRAINCLASSIFIER 
ALGORITHM and the Knee function to detect the stopping point.  Careful examination of 
the clustering results showed that there was a clustering level that did focus the faults but 
that the stopping function failed to stop the clustering at this point.  There were two basic 
cases of this mismatch.  In the first case, the clustering stopped with too many clusters 
and it possible that the clustering algorithm detected sub-behaviors within one or more 
faults.  In the second case, the clustering stopped with too few clusters and it is likely that 
the clustering algorithm saw the data from two or more faults as very similar. 
To find an appropriate stopping criterion for the clustering process, a heuristic 
was developed.  The first step in this heuristic is to fix the stopping criterion at one so 
that the clustering runs until there is only one cluster.  At each clustering iteration, the 
membership of the clusters is recorded, so that the clustering history can be revisited.  
Thus, after the clustering completed, level 1 contains one cluster, and level 2 contains 
two clusters, etc.  Each higher clustering level represents an earlier stage in the clustering 
history and therefore contains one cluster more than the previous level.  To detect the 
appropriate stopping point this heuristic approach starts with level 2, and Tarantula 
produces a ranked list of statements for both clusters at level 2.  Each of the two ranked 
lists is compared with the ranked list of the cluster at level 1, known as the parent cluster.  
The method of comparison is the Jaccard measure.26  If at least one of the two clusters 
differs by a threshold from the parent cluster, then the process repeats by moving to 
                                                 
26 The Jaccard similarity coefficient is a common statistic used to compare the similarity and diversity of 
data sets.  It is defined on two sets S1 and S2 as the size of the set intersection of S1 and S2 divided by the 
size of their set union.  For this study, the sets used were the top 20% of the statements in the ranked 
statement list produced by Tarantula.  This proportion was determined empirically as a viable heuristic.  
Furthermore, the threshold used was also heuristically determined as a Jaccard similarity coefficient of 
0.68. 
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cluster level 3.  At level 3, there are three clusters, but only two of them were merged 
during the clustering process.  The ranked statements of these two clusters at level 3 are 
each compared, using the Jaccard method, with the ranked statements of the parent 
cluster at level 2 that was formed by merging them.  This comparison detects whether the 
merging of clusters mixed important information about different faults as represented by 
the sets of ranked statements.  This process of evaluating ever-higher clustering levels 
continues until the Jaccard differences produced are less than the threshold.  When they 
reach this point, the clustering stops.  At this clustering level, each of the clusters of 
failing executions is assumed to focus one fault. 
This resultant set of clusters is at the heart of the parallelized protocol.  Each 
cluster was assumed to reveal one fault.  At the first iteration, any number of faults might 
be found from one fault to eight faults (for these 8-fault versions.)  The primary reason 
for this is that certain faults seem to dominate other faults by causing a failure before the 
dominated faults can even be exercised.  For this study, Tarantula calculated the cost and 
the fault found for each cluster.  The cost for the iteration is the sum of the costs for each 
fault.  For example, if two clusters occurred at the first iteration and exposed two faults 
with costs c1 and c2, the cost for the iteration is c1 + c2.  If both clusters exposed the 
same fault, the cost is still this sum, because this sum represents the effort expended to 
locate the faults.  Then, all of the located faults are found and a new version of the 
subject, in this case a 6-fault version (formed by removing two faults from an 8-fault 
version), is created, instrumented, compiled, and run against T.  This process repeats until 
no there are no failing test cases. 
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The results of the parallelized protocol are shown in Table 7.5 as the right-hand 
grouping of columns with the same column labels as those for the sequential results.  The 
average cost per fault for the sequential protocol is 4.97 and for the parallelized protocol, 
it is 5.64.  However, the average number of iterations for the sequential protocol is 7.18 
and for the parallelized protocol, it is 3.43.  Note that both protocols find an average of 
just over seven faults.  The sequential protocol takes approximately twice as many 
iterations to complete the fault-finding task as does the parallelized protocol.  This 
reduced number of iterations to find all the faults is the main advantage of the 
parallelized protocol over the sequential protocol. 
To compare these two protocols, this research defines a simple cost model that 
says that one measure t of the time to find all the faults in a program is the number of 
iterations times the average cost per fault.  This arises from the assumption that there are 
enough engineers available at each iteration to locate the faults.  This model ignores all 
other costs, for example, the costs of running the test suite at each iteration.  The 
calculations for t are shown at the bottom of the second page of Table 7.5.  For the 
sequential protocol, this unit-less measure of time t = 7.18 * 4.97 = 35.68, and for the 
parallelized protocol, t = 3.43 * 5.64 = 19.35.  In terms of this cost model, the parallelized 
protocol completes the same job in approximately half the time, but with more total effort 
because the average cost per fault is higher than for sequential.  This cost model may be 
appropriate for those developers who are constrained to produce fault-free software in the 





The goal of this case study was to determine whether motifs in traces of method 
calls recorded during program execution could be used to detect “passing” and “failing” 
behaviors.  There exist several motif-finding software packages in the public domain and 
this research chose to use the MEME/MAST System.27   
The MEME portion of this software package is designed to detect motifs in a set 
of protein sequences.  To use this software required a data transformation.  The protein 
alphabet is 20 characters long, and each of the Siemens programs has 20 or less methods, 
so the first transformation was to create a mapping from method name to alphabet letter.  
Each of the Siemens subjects was instrumented to produce a trace of method calls in the 
form of method names.  These traces were then processed to remove all repeating method 
names and all repeating pairs of method names.  This pruning of the traces eliminated 
many very simple motifs that were found to hide more meaningful motifs in initial 
explorations.  Then each trace was transformed into a string of single characters using the 
mapping from method names to protein letters.  Further minor textual manipulations were 
required to arrive at a format that the MEME program would accept as a set of protein 
strings.  The other required parameters were the number of motifs to find and a limit on 
their size in terms of letters from the protein alphabet. 
In this study, each version of the subjects was processed five times.  Each time, 25 
failing test cases were chosen at random from the failing test cases for that program 
version and became the training set.  The traces from these 25 failing exectutions were 
transformed into the protein sequence alphabet and input to the MEME software.  The 
maximum number of motifs was specified as 3 and the width as between 5 and 15 letters.  
                                                 
27 http://meme.sdsc.edu/meme/intro.html  
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The MEME software returned an html file with extensive analysis of the motifs.  This 
research proceeded by extracting automatically the three motifs most commonly found 
across all 25 submitted strings. 
These three motifs were the components of a behavior classifier that could 
distinguish between “passing” and “failing” behaviors.  By observation, it was 
determined that the most effective classifier architecture for these subjects was the 
disjunction of all three motifs in a trace.  For example, if the motifs were M1, M2, and 
M3, then the presence of any of them in a trace signaled a “failing” execution and the 
absence of all of them in a trace signaled a “passing” execution. 
The results of this case study are shown in Table 7.6.  In the table, the subjects are 
listed in the left-hand column.  The classification rate for “passing” executions is shown 
in the center column and the classification rate for “failing” executions is shown in the 
right-hand column. 
Every classification rate shown in the table exceeds 50% and some are as high as 
100%.  Thus, it is clear that motifs of method calls have potential as the basis for 
classifier architecture for these subjects.  This research also explored the location in the 
trace at which the classifier made its decision.  For example, if any of the three motifs 
were   found  before  the  end  of   a   trace,  then  this  would  be evidence that a “failing” 
execution was underway.  Exploratory investigations show that location of the signal 
motif is rarely at the end of the trace, but often near the end of the trace.  This result hints 
at the possibility of live detection of behavior.  When the same experiment was 
performed  by  training  on “passing”  executions,   the  classification  rate  for  detecting 
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 “failing” executions were usually “0.”  The reason is that the discovered motifs are 
common to both “passing” and “failing” executions.  Further research into building 
classifiers in this way is warranted by these results. 
 
7.5 Threats to Validity 
Although these empirical studies provide evidence of the potential usefulness of 
the techniques developed in this research, there are several threats to the validity of the 
results that should be considered in their interpretation. 
Threats to the external validity of an experiment limit generalizing from the 
results.  The primary threats to external validity for these studies arise because only a 
small set of C programs has been considered.  Thus, this research cannot claim that these 
results generalize to other programs.  In particular, no generalization can be made as to 
the effectiveness of either control-flow or value-flow features as predictors of behavior.  
However, there is a variety of subjects used in this research and therefore, these subjects 
are useful for exploring the techniques developed and evaluated. 
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Threats to the internal validity of an experiment occur when there are unknown 
causal relationships between the independent and dependent variables.  In these studies, 
one threat to internal validity is the limited number of test cases for each subject.  The 
collective properties of the test suites may affect the classification rates.  However, these 
test suites have been developed to meet basic testing criteria such as statement and branch 
coverage and as such can be considered to represent a diversity of possible inputs for 
each program.  A second threat is that only one clustering algorithm was used and that 
the researcher’s subjective judgment determined the similarity function chosen.  
However, the clustering algorithm was shown to be very effective for these subjects.  A 
third threat arises from the specification of databins, where all variables were constrained 
to five databins.  However, by sampling results, it was found that five databins had 
significantly better predictive power than either three or seven bins.  A final threat also 
involves databins and arises from the use of a heuristic to reduce the number of variables 
considered.  However, the reduction makes the analysis tractable and the resulting 
classifiers were effective for the studied subjects. 
Threats to construct validity relate to how the dependent variable, the 
classification rate, was produced.  The implementation of Argo is complex and may 
contain errors, for example.  However, Argo was carefully tested and the results spot-
checked routinely, so there is reason to depend on the results of Argo.  Another threat to 
construct validity is the size and variety of the test suites used for each subject.  Some of 
the test suites were randomly generated, but others were created to meet certain testing 
criteria.  The classification rate produced by classifying these test suites may be affected 
by the distribution of behaviors in the test suites.  However, the reported efforts of the 
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researchers creating these test suites was to create a diversity of behaviors and this is 
demonstrated by the construction of effective classifiers from these test suites. 
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This dissertation presents an approach and a set of techniques that together 
comprise a first step towards laying the foundations of a rigorous solution to the problem 
of specifying, modeling, and implementing software self-awareness.  Specifically, the 
approach and techniques enable the modeling and prediction of two external behaviors of 
a program (“passing” and “failing”) using statistical summaries of data collected during 
the program’s execution.  The motivation for this research was to understand how a 
software gimbal might be constructed.  The research conducted began to lay the 
foundational groundwork for the gimbal by exploring the properties of four individual 
stochastic features of program executions. 
Four main contributions have been made by this work.  First, this work 
demonstrates that features of program execution data can be modeled as stochastic 
processes that exhibit the Markov property and presents techniques for the automated 
construction of effective behavior classifiers based on these features for detecting 
“passing” and “failing” executions.  Second, this work produced a prototype software 
gimbal that supports the modeling of execution data and the construction and evaluation 
of classifiers built from these models.  Third, this work shows that the techniques 
developed are potentially useful in four categories of software engineering applications: 
software testing, failure detection, fault-localization, and software self-awareness.  
Finally, this work presents two sets of empirical studies that validate the thesis and 
support the use of the developed techniques in the example applications. 
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There are several areas of future research that this work suggests.  One such area 
is the investigation of the potential mapping from the clusters of executions that are 
formed within each classifier to more specific behaviors than “passing” and “failing.”  
Clearly there are sub-behaviors within each of these groups because software is generally 
developed from a set of behavioral specifications or requirements.  One approach is to 
group executions by their known relation to some requirement or other and then to train 
the classifiers using the supervised learning stage to recognize each specified behavior.  
Will such training improve the quality of the classifications?  A related research question 
is whether the sub-behaviors that cluster in the unsupervised learning stage map 
specifically to a requirement or set of requirements.  In a preliminary investigation of the 
subject, space, twenty-seven distinct classes of behavior were identified within the 
“passing” behavior of a fault-free version based on the presence of keywords in the 
output files.  When classifiers were trained on samples of each labeled behavior, the 
classifiers were able to correctly label new executions with a rate approaching 1.0.  This 
study invites further investigation into sub-behaviors. 
Another area of future research is to determine how to refine the studied features 
as well as other features so that their state spaces are as small and efficient as possible 
while still remaining effective.  A related question is whether some features are better-
suited than others to describing the execution of specific types of programs or even 
procedures within programs.  If so, then there will be need for a calculus to describe how 
to choose and combine these features to the best effect.  
There is potential research also involving the more global aspects of software self-
awareness.  One question, for example, is how should the software development process 
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and possibly software itself change to accommodate the implementation of effective 
software self-awareness.  The abstractions offered by the Unified Modeling Language 
and by Model-Driven Architecture are potential starting points for approaching this 
problem.  For example, event transitions occur in these models just as they do in 
executing programs and the techniques developed in this research may find applicability 
to these transitions as well. 
Finally, there are likely other categories of use for these techniques.  For example, 
how might these techniques help to provision software in a remote location with the 






ARCHITECTURE OF ARGO 
 
 
The first phase of the prototype software gimbal developed in this research is 
named Argo.28  This appendix summarizes the architecture of Argo and then sketches the 
principal abstract classes that form the design and implementation of this architecture.  
 
ARGO_BehaviorModel abstract class 
 
The basic element is the ARGO_BehaviorModel, shown in the class diagram in 
Figure A.1.  This class is presented in detail because its design illustrates the design of 
Argo.  In general, this implementation uses the notation of underscore (“_”) followed by 
the attribute name for a private field.  A class property for a field accesses the field by 
subsuming a getter and a setter method.  The property name is simply the attribute name 
without the leading underscore.  Thus, for example, UniqueID serves, depending on the 
use context, as either a setter or a getter for _UniqueID.   
In this class, UniqueID is a static field to track all instances of this class, while 
ModelName and ModelID are identifiers available to all members.  The assumption here 
is that the models capture state transition profiles and these are stored in a jagged array29 
                                                 
28 The name evolved from my story: I spent six months creating visualizations of program behaviors in 
2003 and realized that I did not know enough about program behaviors to reify them graphically and 
convincingly.  At the same time I read a detective story, “The Shape of Water [24],” that inspired me to 
think about the shape of running programs which, like water, are also considered amorphous.  However, 
vessels and especially ships give shape to water and I turned to Western mythology for a name that 
captured the essence of this concept.  In Greek mythology, the Argonauts sailed under the leadership of 
Jason to find the Golden Fleece in a ship they build and named “Argo.”  I borrowed this name for the 
framework that would help me to give form to the behaviors of software.  In a fitting coincidence, my 
advisor had previously named her research group at Georgia Tech the Aristotle Research Group, the initials 
of which form the first three letters of Argo. 













TransitionProfiles.  There is a second jagged array, TransitionNormals, that stores the 
row-normalized values of the transition profiles, representing a Markov chain.  Because 
the attribute ComponentModels is an array of objects of type ARGO_BehaviorModel, any 
object of type ARGO_BehaviorModel can represent recursively a cluster of models.  The 
two transition arrays then summarize this cluster, which itself contains other models each 
with its own summary.  The attributes ModelBitMap and SavedModelBitMap store visual 
representations of the model.   
This abstract class is powerful and adaptable to the research needs described 
herein.  Note that while it does assume a finite set of transition profiles, it contains no 
direct reference to any actual states, as discussed below.  This class implements three 
dotNet interfaces: MarshalByRefObject, IComparable, and ISerializable.  These 
interfaces respectively provide for transport, comparison, and persistent storage.   
The methods of this class comprise five main groups: constructors (including 
serialization and deserialization), properties (getters and setters), definitions for 
comparison (CompareTo, Equals, and GetHashCode), utility methods for copying arrays, 
and abstract specifications for required methods.  This last group of abstract 
specifications is discussed next.  AddTransitionProfiles (ARGO_BehaviorModel mTwo) : 
void  specifies an implementation that adds the elements of the TransitionProfiles  array 
of the invoking object and of a second object of this type.  Thus, the implementation must 
check the shapes of the arrays and specify where the result is stored, for instance.  
NormalizeModel (int [][] TransArray) : double [][] specifies that the implementation of 
this class provide a way to normalize a jagged array.  This research requires specific 
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techniques for comparing models as an aid to automated clustering.  This abstract class 
specifies two techniques:  the Hamming distance  
(DiffHamming (ARGO_BehaviorModel mTwo, double threshold) : double),  
and the absolute distance  
(DiffAbsolute (ARGO_BehaviorModel mTwo, double threshold) : double),  
both of which compare the TransitionNormals arrays of two models.  While this abstract 
class does not provide the mechanics, it does specify a threshold value to use in the 
calculations.  In general, the Hamming distance between two binary numbers is the count 
of bits in which they differ.  The intuition here for a Hamming distance between two 
ARGO_BehaviorModels is that since each cell of the TransitionNormals arrays contains 
by definition a value between 0 and 1, that each cell could be converted to a 0 or a 1 
using a threshold value.  The resulting arrays then map directly to two binary numbers 
whose digits are the contents of the array cells.  The Hamming distance between these 
two binary numbers is easily calculated.  Similarly, the absolute difference between two 
TransitionNormals arrays is the sum of absolute cell-by-cell differences of the two 
arrays.  Again, the implementation of the abstract class must enforce the compatibility of 
the models. 
 Finally, the abstraction specifies two scoring methods:  
ScoreProb (int[][] Profiles) : double and  
ScoreDataModelWithLearnedModel (ARGO_BehaviorModel dataModel, 
ARGO_BehaviorModel learnedModel) : double.   
Scoring in this context is a specific mathematical calculation that produces the 
probability, or the equivalent negative logarithm of the probability, that a given Markov 
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model produced a specific sequence of states as summarized by a transition matrix [35].  
ScoreProb scores directly its argument int[][] Profiles using the calling object’s 
TransitionNormals array as the Markov model.  This intentionally leaves the 
implementation to the concrete class.  ScoreDataModelWithLearnedModel requires an 
implementation that is more flexible in that it can score any instance of 
ARGO_BehaviorModel with any other.  This method is used in this research for scoring 
the models in a testing set with the models that comprise a classifier. 
 
Argo class hierarchy 
 
This section describes the abstract class hierarchy of the Argo framework with an 
emphasis on design and with less detail than in the previous section.  The architecture 
describing program behaviors has three main levels, with ARGO_BehaviorModel at the 
bottom.  This hierarchy of abstract classes is the heart of the Argo framework.  Of course, 
there are many other classes for representing and manipulating subjects, but they are 
tangential to this core hierarchy.  An implementation of this hierarchy can collect a set of 
transition profiles, model them individually, build a classifier from a training set chosen 
from these models, and use the classifier to classify the training set or a testing set of 
similar models. 
The top level is the ARGO_BehaviorClassifier, which stores information about 
the subject program as well as stores a simple representation of the inter-procedural 
control-flow graph of the subject.  The behavior classifier also stores a master map of the 
states and corresponding template for the jagged arrays that it will supply to any 
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individual behavior models that it creates.  The behavior classifier maintains an array of 
ARGO_Behavior-Specifications.   
The middle level is the ARGO_BehaviorSpecification.  The behavior specification 
contains an array to store its component execution models (each a behavior model), an 
array of clusters (each also as a behavior model), a behavior label for this set of 
executions, and a reference to a training technique such as agglomerative hierarchical 
clustering.  The operative mechanism for modeling program executions within this 
framework is that the subject program is instrumented to produce a set of state transition 
profiles for each execution.  These profiles together with a map of the states, such as 
method names, and the behavior labels, if known, are the raw data for this modeling 
process.  Each level of this hierarchy maintains some portion of this information.  For 
example, the behavior models store only the specific profiles for individual executions as 
well as the cumulative profiles for a cluster of models.  The behavior specification 
contains an array all the individual behavior models representing each execution that is 
part of the particular specification.  The behavior specification also contains an array of 
behavior models, each of which is a cluster of behavior models that is the work product 
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